DIVERSITY AT THE COLLEGE

Campus questions student privilege
49.8 percent are from New England, and as of 2006. about 63 percent of enrolled students arc
paying full tuition
To say we arc not privileged is to
refute what the statistics illustrate.
Yet student engagement with these
topics remains difficult and even
taboo. To encourage dialogue about
multiculturalism at the College ,
Savina Balasubramaman '10 and
Sakshi Balani ' 10 decided with others to organize last Friday 's rally
As Balasubramaman said, "It wasn 't supposed to be people going at
each other; it was a gathering of people to say that issues of race and multiculturalism are issues worth talking
about, as something that affects us on
a day-to-day basis whether or not we
choose to address it."
COU .IE5V Of INSIDCCOLBV TOM BOILIEB
( 'ampus Conversations on Race began last fall to encourage discussion.
While the rally was described as
both "productive and emotional ,"
with contributions from many different points of view , organizers of
forefront of student discourse.
By ELISABETH PONSOT
The 2007-2008 Student Handbook the event were disappointed by the
NEWS EDITOR
reads , "Colby stands for diversity; for number of students in attendance.
The concept of "privilege " is so in- respect for various lifestyles and be- "We were not satisfied at all with the
grained into our culture on the Mill
liefs; and for the protection of every turnout I mean, compared to last
that it can be difficult to rccogni7e as individual against discrimination. " year 's rally, it was miniscule, but it 's
.1 distinct entity. However, recent ac- While student-led initiatives and still a start ," Balasubramaman said.
Balasubramaman and Balani noted
tion on campus, including posts by groups on campus show great adher.tudents on the Community Di gest of ence to the College 's policy, current that the ongoing conversation on the
Civil Discourse, the rally for multi- statistics of enrolled students paint a Civil Digest , which stemmed from
the controversy surrounding the Stuiiilhj ralisn . that took place on Friday, sli ghtl y different picture.
Demographics for the previous ac- dent Programming Board's use of a
and the start of Campus Conversauons on Race (CCOR) last fall , have ademic year show that 74.9 percent "Luau " Loudness theme, was an imbrought questions of privilege to the of students at the College are white. petus for this year 's rally.

As Balani explained , the Di gest
provides a good forum to begin
conversation; however, as the dialogue about inequality unfolded , the
exchange became less constructive.
Many students of color felt that
their opinions were being trivialized by students of privilege.
In turn, Balasubramaman emphasized that students engaged in these issues on campus should reflect on the
different ways in which discrimination
manifests in our society.
"It 's important when you talk about
race and discrimination to of course
look at overt discrimination or overtly
racist acts which everybody has a
chance of going throug h ," she said.
"But it 's also important to look at the
other side of discrimination which is
the structural inequality of society...
Whether it 's white privilege , male privilege, or heterosexual privilege , accepting and recognizing that something
is a social fact and not just a means of
blaming someone is hard."
Associate Professor of Education
Adam Howard watched the dialogue
unfold tn the Digest and in his classrooms. Author of Learning Privilege:
Lessons of Power and Identity - in Affluent Schooling, Howard shared with
the Echo his views on how questions
of difference and privilege are addressed on campus.
When asked about the "trivializSee PRIVILEGE, Page 2

Seniorsraceemploymentconcerns
FEATURES

By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Seniors arc worried. The economic
•otuatton is bleak. Markets are p lunging, the term "bailout " has saturated
\mencan discourse, the New York
Times is using grap hs on the front
page, and as Henry Sears '09 pointed
out , "[They] don 't do that when
ilnngs are good "
Perhaps most worrisome to the
Class of 2009 is the fact that the
American economy lost 159,000
jobs in September, marking the
worst month of retrenchment in five
years , according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. A 6.1 percent unemployment rate (9.8 percent among
20-24 year olds, according to Pugh
f a m i l y Professor of Economics
David W. Findlay) does not bode
well for those looking to enter the
|ob market this May
Director of Career Services Roger
Wooiscy has noticed a sense of urgency among students coming in for
liel p with resumes or internship app lications "The trends are going in
(he opposite direction of a good job

Part3 of a series f ocusing on recent
economic trends impacting the College

market ," Woolsey said. Findtay fi gure most prominentl y, due to the
agreed: "The job market is probably uncertainty in markets
going to continue to weaken before
Michael Kiprop '07 currently
works with Barit improves. "
clay 's Capital m
However, as both
London "Getting
Woolsey and Finda job in [investlay caution , while
ment]
banking
uncertainty is prevahas always been
lent among both stucompetitive and
dents and potential
going forward it
employers, it 's probably not as bad as
is going to be
even more comeveryone makes it
petitive. The outout to be. But it
sized returns that
could get worse.
banks
enjoyed
Nonetheless , the
over the last few
Class of 2009 will be
years and subsefacing a tougher job
market than in years
David Findlay quentl y the huge
bonuses paid to
past. "It 's unfortunate
Pugh Family
Professor of Economics
bankers had been
that the timing of [the
driven in part by
current crisis] will
leverage," Kiprop
have a significant ef"In
the
short
term at least , we
fect on this year 's class in different said.
ways across different majors in differ- will see reduced leverage and inent discip lines," Findlay said. Finan- creased regulation on the industry
cial services and related industries and this will cut into the returns for

Its unfortunate
that the timing
of [the current
crisis] will have
a significant
effect on this
year 's class in
different ways...

banks and subsequently the bonus
pool. " He noted that banking jobs
will "remain coveted" despite consolidation of banks and bailouts by
the U.S. government and governments abroad.
John Roberts '09 is an Economics
and Mathematics major who has already secured a job with Barclay 's
doing leverage finance , which he
scribes as similar to investment banking. "I feci very luck y and fortunate."
Roberts said. "The way things are
shaping up, Barclay 's is going to be
one of the top three or four banks in the
U.S." Roberts had an internship with
the bank this summer, which he credited to Barclay 's position as "one of the
few Colby networks on Wall Street."
According to Findlay, "It would be
a mistake to assume that the weakening will only be focused [in the financial
services
industry]."
Graduates across disciplines may find
the job search more difficult. Students looking into real estate or retail
management may significantly feel
the pinch , according to Woolsey.
See ECONOMY, Page 5

Student charity holds open house

tion . Luzi Orp han Care Organization , in an effort to provide services
NEWS STAFF
such as home-based health care. According to a LuziCare flyer , the
LuziCarc. a "studcnt-lcd initiative for
accessible healthcare in Malawi, Africa."
group "'[hopes] to provide further assistance to our Malawian friends
held an open house on October I
who suffer without access to basic
healthcare resources."
The Wednesday event was
"simp ly an Open House ," said
Goldring. Held in Cotter Union 's
Lower Programming Space from
8 p.m. to 12 a.m., the evening
featured several displays with information on the initiative , a slide
show of photos Goldring took in
Malawi , free food and a 50/50
raffle for the cause The event
was designed with the team 's
goal of having a "more visible
presence on campus this year,"
said Goldring. The 2008-09
team , consisting of Goldring,
Caroline Hunt '10J , Peter
Perry-Friedman '10J and
Zachary Ezor '10 . greeted
guests energetically, giving a
KEWTfl SUILWM*THE COLBY ECHO
synopsis of the program and
The LuziCarx ' kick-off on October I informed students about the initiative.
answering questions.
By ALLISON EHRENRE1CH

Jamie Goldring '09 and three
other students began LuziCarc in
November 2007 after Goldring spent
the summer of 2007 in Malawi. The
initiative supports a Malawian grassroots community-based organiza-

Goldring decided to do something
about the lack of accessible medical
care after traveling in the summer of
2007 to Malawi with the founder and
president of the Pendulum Project , a
Boston-based group that , "empowers
grassroots organizations that support
children in AIDS affected regions of
sub-Saharan Africa by linking them
with individuals and communities
committed to providing essential resources , advocacy and hope," according to Pendulum Project 's website.
"My experience in Malawi has directed everything I' ve done since, "
Goldring saidVeronica Foster ' 12, who attended
the Open House, said. "Jamie 's enthuSee LUZICARE. Page 3

Graduate School Fair
Tuesday, October 21
3:30- 5:00 p.m.
Cotter Union

THE ALCOHOL ISSUE

BOBWEvn . HE ceXBv ECHO

Alumni cite The Marchese Blue Light Pub as a positive addition to campus.

Alumni and parents
speak out on alcohol
By ALEXANDER RICHARDS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In recent months, discourse on student life has focused primarily on
drinking behavior on campus This
topic has become so entrenched in
campus discussions that many have
come to know it simply as "the alcohol issue. " This is part four of a five
part series designed to address the responses by the administrations , f a ulty, students, alumni, parents and the
Hatenille community to the abusive
drinking crisis.
A key component of the plan to address drinking practices at the College
is the incorporation of representatives
from a variety of affected parties into
the
resolution
process. Two such
parties are College
alumni and parents
of current students
Currently, representatives from both of
these groups serv e
on the College's
Campus Culture and
Senior Steps Working Groups, both of
which arc now well
underway.
The challenge facing most parents
and alumni alike is their level of removal from day-to-day life on campus.
Much of the information they receive
regarding the state of their alma mater
or child's college comes secondhand or
via limited experiences.
However, alumni and parents can
offer unique perspectives throug h
their ability to contextualize the current campus climate in the broader
history of both the institution and
higher education in general.
The alumni consulted for this article, whose class years range from
1956 to 2007, agreed that alcohol has

always had a visible presence on campus. "I have to admit that drinking
was very much a part of the social
scene at Colby during the early
1950s," Hope Palmer Bramhall '56
said As such , most alumni , such as
David Epstein '86, believe that the
fact "that drinking is currentl y an
issue is not surprising."
What docs appear to be different ,
however , ts the way in which alcohol is now used. Notably, only the
most recent alums can recall now
commonplace happenings , like hospital visits for alcohol poisoning ,
ever occurring.
"There were a few [students], of
course, who abused alcohol and 'got
drunk' but I was
never aware of
anyone going to
the hospital ," said
Bramhall. Christopher Sullivan '97,
who served as an
EMT on campus
for three and a half
years, cannot recall
in his personal experience "sending
more than two students to the ER for
alcohol
poison"
ing. thoug h "several were taken to
the health center to sleep things off."
This is not to say, however, that issues never arose around drinking in
the past. Ellen Bollier '79, P Ml said
that today 's culture on campus "doesn 't sound like it 's all that different."
Like other alums , she noted that the
latter days of Greek presence on campus were rife with destructive habits
that arose from excessive drinking.
"Once I got here. 1 saw that the social scene was completely centered
around fraternities, which center
around drinking and lots of it ," Bol-

What does
appear to be
different ,
however, is the
way in which
alcohol is
now used.

See ALCOHOL, Page 4
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Professor speaks on Islam in France
groups " He remarked that the numBy JAMES BELTRAN
bers deal with feelings or sentiments
NEWS STAFF
and had no correlation with reality
Professor of Frenchat the Utuver- "For some, "too many ' to some peoMt\ of California-Los Angeles Do- ple may be one "
minic Thomas spoke last Thursday
"Distinctions are made m France,
about the current state of immigration in fact, between immigrants and forand Islam in France
eigners." Thomas said Over time,
At the beginning of the lecture , changes in the laws ha\e pmileged
Thomas commented that immigration blood ties and soil ties in France
and the cultural transformations that Thomas mentioned as well that Nicohave arisen from France's post-colo- las Sarkozy. the president of France,
nial communities have failed to ac- had introduced legislation in 2007 that
knowledge the memories of millions called f or persons to undergo DNA
of immigrants who currentl y reside in testing in order to prove their loyalties
France. In contemporary France, to France Thomas detailed that 80
Islam, ethnicity and immigration pol- percent of French Muslims voted for
itics place an individual in a situation Scgolene Royal in the 2007 French
where he or she begins to question the elections while 77 percent of French
origins of France as well as the per- Catholics chose Sarkozy. Thomas also
ceived challenges to French founda- noted that a third ofFrench have fortional principles
eign roots.
Thomas said that
As a percentage of
French society conthe French populasiders
everyone
tion , the number of
equal under the law .
foreigners in France
's
"It important to rehad increased in popmember in this disulation in recent
cussion that under
decades In the midthe aegis of the
dle of the 20th cenFrench Republican
tury,
foreigners
citizens are considconstituted just 3
ered equal."Thomas
percent of the French
said that the heavypopulation. By the
focus on equality
end of the twentieth
prohibits any meancentury, about half of
ingful discourse in
France 's population
France on racial difwas foreigners.
ferences: "This inReligion composiDominic Thomas
sistence, obsession
Professor of French. tion in France has
even, with univerUniversity of California^ also changed over
Los Angeles time. "The main
sality has often precluded
a
point to underscore ,
constructive disthough , is the rapid
course on difference, since under the demographic shift in the immigrant
aegis of French law ethnic minorities population that has shifted away from
do not officially exist ." adding that the a primarily Judeo-Christian base tounderprivileged groups are considered wards a Muslim base," Thomas said.
to beinthepenpheiy ofFrenchsociety. However, Thomas believes that the
Thomas cited polls conducted in French have undergone a process of
France that indicated that many citi- "amnesia " that approves of Judaism.
zens believed that there were "too
Thomas went on to say that
many " or "far too many" ethnic mi- Sarkozy has insisted that immigrants
norities in France 16 percent of the have a presupposed and necessary
poll 's respondents felt there were "far love for France He said that
too many" Africans while 30 percent "Sarkozy implicitl y subscribes to the
felt there were "too many" Africans in notion of social hierarchies in
France Opinions regarding Arabs France, since for him some French
w ere even more negative: Thomas re- people are more French than others. "
marked that 76 percent of people This view . Thomas noted, brings
polled felt there were "far too many" back questions of biology which
or "too many" Arabs and that 71 per- eventuall y might be used to detercent felt there was an excessive num- mine who is sufficiently French.
ber of people who are Muslims.
The riots in France during 2005
According to Thomas, the purpose of raised the issue of race not just in
the polls was to instill fear in the France but in the rest of the European
French people: "A lot of this informa- Union. He related how the United
tion is used to sensationalize maga- Kingdom has dealt with the existence
zine articles, magazine covers, of ethnic minonties : "In Britain , there
newspapers or television discussion is a possibility of being Eng lish , Insh,

It 's important
to remember in
this discussion
that under the
aegis of the
French Republic, all citizens
are considered
equal.

Speaker talks to first
years about the 'J-Spot '
After shocking the audience with
his views on sex, Friedman tackled
another highly controversial topic:
Sex is perhaps the most taboo politics. "We don 't see the connection
topic in the United States. The act fre- between politics and sex," Freidman
quently occurs, but it is rarely openly said, but it is indeed present. The govdiscussed among the American peo- ernment places numerous prohibiple. Comprehensive sex education , tions on sex-advocating matenals.
aside from abstinence-promoting Pornography, for example, is not
classes in junior high , is almost non- available on basic cable channels in
existent. As a way to combat the sta- the United States, but overseas a child
tus quo, the College invited may flip through channels of explicit
renowned sex educator Jay Friedman material only to be unaffected by the
on September 30 to lecture the Class nudity. Scandinavia , one of the more
of 2012 on unmentionable issues sex-advocating countries, shows an
such as "blue balls," female mastur- instructional video to young students
highlighting male and female masturbation , and even politics.
bation. While this
Friedman's semmay seem extreme,
inar, organized by
it onl y appears to
Student Health on
be strange because
Campus (SHOC)
of the misconcepand the Garrisontions of the AmeriFoster Health Cencan people .
ter, drew a large
According to
crowd into Page
Friedman, the fear
Commons
last
that the U .S. govTuesday evening.
ernment has of
"TheJ-Spot,"asthc
promoting
sex is
lecture is titled ,
astonishing;
in
chiefly explained
that the desire for
turn , he wants
sex is natural , espestudents to "understand
how
cially in college.
your vote [in the
"Sex is good,"
presidential
elecFriedman said. "It 's
Jay Friedman
what we leam about
tions] affects your
Sex Educator
sex that 's bad "
sexual lives. "
Friedman , who
Friedman blamed
this misconception
ran a program enon the media: "We live in a country titled "How to Be a Better Lover "
that doesn 't promote open communi- at his alma mater, Cornell Univercation about sex," he said.
sity, ended his lecture on a more
As Friedman noted, parents in comical note. "I recommend at least
countries with more open policies three sets often kegcls a day to inabout sex do not have trouble con- crease your sexual strength and
ducting the "sex talk" with their chil- stamina ," he said. Friedman has
dren , and teenage pregnancy rates in even gone so far as to give the popthese countries are significantly lower ular pelvic exercise the catch y
as a result. Friedman wondered aloud name "Kegels with Your Bagels ,"
why Americans negatively use the indicating that you can enhance
term "losing your virginity," while your sexual abilities at any time or
people in other countries make their place. "The J-Spot " offered many
honored "sexual debut." Since sex is students sexual education presented
rarely talked about or thoroughly ex- in a new way. The point of Friedp lained in the United States, unan- man 's presentation was not to disswered questions and misconstrued courage students from engaging in
ideas arise. "This is why the average sexual intercourse , but to promote
age of intercourse in inner city boys better sexual understanding among
is 11.8 years old," Friedman said.
students at the College.
By COURTNEY YEAGER
NEWS STAFF

Integrating immigrants into French society has proved difficult.

Scottish. Welsh. Muslim, and nevertheless, being also British ," whereas
in France , "this kind of bifurcated or
hyphenated identity is not possible.
You have to be French , period ."
According to Thomas, citizens
both in Britain and the United States
have discussed multiculturalism publicly for many years . In France, however "this discourse, .has been
obfuscated by debates about assimilation , integration, or insertion" by
three governmental agencies as a
way to avoid talking about race.
Thomas reasoned that the French
hate the word "multiculturalism " because of term is thought to be associated with American notions of
protecting all individuals.
Immigrant
communities
in
France. Thomas stated , can be described in over 30 individual words.
French society pressures immigrants
to act comp letel y French , Thomas
said: "There has been far more pressure on people to integrate than there
has been interest on the obstacles to
that particular integration. " Thomas
also remarked that French people are
baffled when told that a person is
bom an immigrant .
Published literature in France ,
Thomas described , is sensationalized
in such as way that further relegates
Africans in France to a lower echelon
in French society It is believed in
France that the minorities are so
backward that they need to be "rescued. " He continued that the problems of the Africans are viewed as the
result of African actions instead of
French actions.
There is little respect for traditions
considered primitive , Thomas said ,
adding that Sarkozy insists that immigrants follow the rules: "One needs to
respect France 's values and rules ,
which means that you don 't practice
polygamy, excision on girls , and that

you don 't slaug hter sheep in your
apartment. "
Thomas pointed out a disturbing
examp le of ignorance toward Muslims in France, stating that a piece of
street graffiti found in 1997 equated
Islam with AIDS. The graffiti ,
Thomas explained , is represented as a
population that is unable or refuses to
integrate into French society. There
has also been unhappincss in France
over Muslim women wearing head
scarves, and Thomas noted that any
outward expression of reli gion in
France is discouraged.
As a result of the 2005 riots,
Thomas said that the French have realized the extensiveness of racism
and discrimination in their country.
"Many French people discovered
that there was a problem with
poverty in the housing projects located outside of the French cities."
However, the underprivileged in
France were deemed invisible because of housing policies adopted by
the French government, which built
housing projects outside of cities.
Thomas also reasoned that French
law also does not recognize any other
race other than French.
In the lecture, Thomas commented
that the French consider immigrants
as criminals who will never assimilate. It was noted that there are quotas
which require a ceflMn number of immigrants to be expelled from France.
Instances -u f<hwigrant children removed from French schools and being
deported to the immigrant 's country
of origin were mentioned.
Thomas concluded by saying that
although France claims to integrate
minorities, they still remain ostracized
from society —"What is forgotten in
this discourse, though , is the much
longer history of African contributions to building the nation-state that
France is today"

KNOW BEFORE YOU VOTE

Lecture addressesjudicial changes

2008 Election raises questions about
potentia l Supreme Court nominations

placed." Why arc any drastic
changes to the composure of the
Supreme Court unlikely ? "We
think of justices as these non-poWith the 2008 Presidential elec- litical people." said Maisel, but in
tion just over a month away, voters reality, "[the Supreme Court] is
across the country have begun pon- very political " The oldest and ardering the issue of presidential judi- guably frailest Supreme Court Juscial appointments It is the duty of tices are Justice John Paul Stevens,
the president , with and by the power age 88, and Justice Ruth Bader
of the Senate , to appoint judges to Ginsburg, age 75.
empty spots in vacant Supreme Court
Both justices are generally seen as
and judicial court of appeals m the rather liberal , and as a result, would
twelve regional judicial districts almost certainly not retire if McCain
across the country
wereclectedThis
In this year 's
means that if Mcfirst "Know Before
Cain is elected,
You Vote" event sehis appointments
ries. Wilham R.
would be in reKenan Jr Professor
placement not of
of Government and
liberal justices,
Director of the
but rather conser- Professor Sandy Maisel offered insight
Goiufarb Cent*.
vative. Met only
Sandy Maisel adwould it "be hard
dressed the issue of
for McCain to get a as a constitutional lawyer and profilling vacancies in
very conservative fessor, would favor a liberal thinkthe Supreme Court .
nominee
[con- ing justice , he would not appoint
Maisel explained
firmed]," but "it is anyone too far left, as this would not
that he sees little
not [McCain 's] na- onl y isolate many conservatives , but
value in the warnSandy Maisel ture to make any rad- would also come in contrast with his
ings of apocalyptic
ical change," said own ideology.
Director ot the Goldfarb Center
changes coming to
Maisel
Maisel argued that district court
the Supreme Court,
On the other level judicial appointments would be
depending on whether it is McCain or hand , if Obama is elected , Matscl
largely based on partisan ties , "judges
Obama who is elected in November
predicted a high likelihood of cither tend to change their views as time
The real importance of the issue of Justice Stevens or Justice Ginsburg. goes on," he said. Furthermore, disjudicial appointments, said Maisel , or both , retiring, leaving vacancies trict judges do not make the law, they
comes in understanding "what the left by liberals to be filled by liber- app l y the existing law; and district
real differences are in terms of als, and thus a resulting small judges generally do not set the precechanging the Supreme Court" and the change in the overall composure of dent , but rule by it , explained Maisel.
"importance not in who is being ap- the Supreme Court While Obama , "What we know is that the balance
pointed , but rather who is being re- labeled a "centrist " during his years between judges appointed by RepubBy DOUG PROCTOR
NEWS STAFF

What we know
is that the
balance
between judges
appointed by
Republican or
Democrat will
change.
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on appointments to federal courts.

lican or Democrat will change," but it
is "difficult to predict how somebody
will act once they put on the robes,"
said Maisel.
In a contingency, Maisel predicted judicial appointments by
Palin, who subscribes to a "very ideolog ical , black and white " way of
thinking, to be quite different from
those to be expected from McCain.
"Biden wouldn 't appoint anybod y if
[it doesn 't follow precedent]. " said
Maisel
Whether Obama or McCain , there
will be changes seen in the United
States Federal Court System , but the
size and impact of these changes may
not be as large as some would argue.

Sex is good...
It's what we
learn about sex
that 's bad. We
live in a country
that doesn 't
promote open
communication
about sex.

Discourse on privilege
prompts student rally
From PRIVILEGE, Page 1

ing" comments made on the Digest,
Howard explained that this response
is "typical" and "a way to preserve
our privilege." As he said, "Privileged
people will use particular methods to
rationalize and justify their privilege...The way we sort these questions
out in our head is to use these methods
to make peace with our own privilege.
So we say that we're smarter, or that
we work harder."
Howard also noted that students of
privilege sometimes try to empathize
with students of color by explaining
their own experiences with discrimination. However, he explained that
this is another mechanism of rationalization. "The other part of the method
is to break out with 'you 're suffering,
yes I recognize vou 're suffering, but
we've all suffered* to kind of dismiss
it , to make it less than what it is," he
said. "It 's a defense mechanism. It 's
all to justify why they 're so darn privileged , because even with all their
hardships, they 're still successful."
The student handbook details the
College 's policy on multiculturalism
on campus. It reads, "Colby is dedicated to the education of humane ,
thoughtful , and engaged persons prepared to respond to the challenges of
an increasingly diverse and global society and to the issues of justice that
arise therein. The College also is committed to fostering a fully inclusive
campus community, enriched by persons of different races, gender identities,
ethnicities ,
nationalities ,
economic back grounds , ages, abilities, sexual orientations, political beliefs, and spiritual values."
Policy aside, Balani expressed dissatisfaction with the way the administration promotes the inclusion of
.students of color and international students on campus. "[The administration is] not doing enough. They have
made leaps and jumps, but they really
could do more," she said. Specifically,
Balani suggested that improved di-

versity of professors and staff could
work to create a more inclusive atmosphere on campus.
Yet Howard indicated that even
having goals of increased diversity as
an institutional policy puts the College
in a good position to make real
progress; the next step rests within the
mindset of each individual within the
community.
"Part of the difficult task is having
folks recognize their privilege, their
advantages , but also recognizing the
ways in which they keep that privilege
intact ," he said. "And that 's where a
rally could really respond , because it
asks what do we do with our advantages'.' What can we do to respond to
this situation?"
Balasubramanian agreed that the
College has a long way to go, but she
remains hopeful that with the right student engagement, progressive change
is possible.
"It 's a long process [toward multiculturalism] and it 's not going to happen overnight ," she said. "I think what
1 visualize when 1 think of a multicultural society is when every person has
a meta-awareness about being culturally different and doesn 't turn a blind
eye to it, because race-blindness is just
the most dangerous thing that you can
ever advocate."
While many of these questions
seem complex or even daunting,
Howard and Balasubramanian agree
that they are essential to ask if
progress is to be made. To join in
on the conversation, students are invited to sign up for one of the two
discussions ongoing this semester
with CCOR. As Balani said , "Each
group meets once each week for
two hours over a period of six
weeks. The aim is to get people
from difference racial backgrounds
discussing the issue of race at
Colby and in the country."
The discussions are held on Tuesdays from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
on Thursdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
For further information or to sign up
for CCOR, students arc advised to cmail sbalani@colby.edu.

Studentsdebate issues along party lines I Campus falls short
on green report card
Both the Colby Democrats and
with more tax cuts.
"We've heard the same song and Colby Republicans discussed the curdance before," Beck countered, ex- rent energy crisis facing the United
plaining that the Republican phi- States. Given-Dennis summarized the
losophy of cutting taxes has failed energy policies from both candidates:
to stimulate jobs. Beck stated that McCain and Palin want "drill , drill ,
Obama plans to spur growth of drill" while Obama will cap emissmall businesses, while Given- sions. Given-Dennis added that
Dennis added that Obama 's tax Obama and Biden are going headcuts would give three times more strong into renewable energy to bring
money than McCain 's version. America toward environmental
Roundtree responded by noting friendliness. Beck acknowledged that
that many people who get tax cuts "We know there is a crisis , no doubt."
do not actually pay taxes. Vesnaver However, he warned that even if
added that although "it 's nice to say drilling off the coasts of Maine and
Florida started tothat he 's going to
morrow, these new
cut
taxes,"
oil would not beObama will actucome available for
ally have to raise
ten years. Beck
even higher taxes
also noted that
on corporations
IOM BOUIER. THE counr ECHO
Khoa Nguyen '11 and Jacob Roundtree ' 10 participated in partisan talk.
emissions
stanand capital gains.
dards will be imRegarding forproved and that one
eign aid . Beck
million American
breaks for middle-income families noted
that
the
By JAMES BELTRAN
United
States
is
free
hybrid cars will be
and investments to companies that
NEWS STAFF
on the road by
create jobs in the United States. not to renew aid to
2015 .
On Monday night in the Pugh Cen- Given-Dennis added that despite the leaders who misRoundtree
te r. Henry Beck '09 and Samantha recent bailout from Congress, results treat their own peoreplied , stating that
ple. He continued
Given-Dennis '09 of the Colby De- would not appear quickly.
capping
limits on
mocrats engaged in debate with Jacob
Roundtree acknowledged that "we by saying that
emissions is an
Roundtree ' 10 and VJ Vcsnaver ' 11 of have seen some drastic policy meas- Obama will build
easy way to destroy
the Colby Republicans that allowed ures under the Bush administration ," humanitarian efforts
an economy. "The
them to voice their perspectives on the adding that an unsustainable bubble for countries that
Henry
Beck
'09
markets
work
['residential Election and their respec- has been created. As a result, have been left beColby Democrats
when it is left
tive parties. The debate was moder- Roundtree remarked, there has been a hind. "The first big
alone," Roundtree
ated by Student Government massive increase in debt and asset step is to have a
Vesnaver
said.
\ssociation President Patrick Boland prices. He noted that the markets must new leadership at
1)9 . Khoa N guyen Ml , and Nikki work themselves out without any gov- home," Beck said. Roundtree replied added that McCain's policies seem to
Husmanis Ml .
ernment intervention , reasoning that by saying, "Obama has a great deal of be more effective in the short-term:
Beck , opining on the slowing econ- the recent bailouts only stoke further charisma, but he cannot change the "He is more in favor of promoting
omy and the actions of the Bush ad- inflation. Vesnaver added that fundamental laws of economics." more drilling and the use of nuclear
ministration , said that "we know that Obama's proposed tax cuts are some- Roundtree went on to explain that for technology that we know works."
because of the policies of the last eight what recessionary because the tax cuts every 3.63 percent increase in foreign Roundtree concluded that the massive
.ears , we're in quite an economic are actually tax credits to the poor It aid from the United States, the conversion of food to ethanol has
ditch.** Beck noted that the situation was noted that the Republicans , if economies of recipient nations decline failed because the conversion has resulted in higher food prices.
could be rectified by providing tax elected to office, would create jobs by one percent .

We know that
because of the
policies of the
last eight years,
we're in quite an
economic
ditch... We've
heard the same
song and dance
before .

Student led initiative hinds health care in Malawi
ization HBC methods, as stated on
the flyer.
LuziCare strives to provide Mosiastn for LuziCare and genuine con- bile Care Clinics in the form of amcern for the people it serves is not only bulance bicycles to address the lack
of accessibility of the deficit in
obvious but downright contag ious
Speaking with him left me feeling em- modes of transport to local clinics
powered to make a difference."
and the question of the OrganizaGoldring said, "In the coming weeks tion 's sustainability "for lack of
we will be hosting several exciting guaranteed support from non-profit
events, and now, thanks to the festivi- organizations and aid-agencies,"
ties earlier this
according to the
flyer. The bikes
week, people will
are
"equi pped
recognize us, recall
the cause, they 'll
with a padded
stretcher cart and
u ,int to come out to
a medical kit spesupport LuziCare.
cially stocked for
Hist a friend' s pet
HBC purposes."
project"Among the
ipeoming events is
Hunt said she
i benefit show on
is excited by the
ingenuity of the
November 8th featuring Funktion, a
ambulance bicyicw campus band
cles.
She considZachary Ezor '10
LuziCare kickojf attendees learn about
ers them perhaps
T-shirt sales, tabling
LuziCare Team Member
the "most uni que
ii Parents' Weekend
and a Dance Off arc
part of the projilso in the works.
ect " in that they are "so simple" yet has tangible results, he said , as the
able
to
serve
such
a critical purpose money they raise goes to purchase
The funds raised by LuziCare address several challenges that the vol- to the Malawian people.
"very specific items" and go into preunteer community health workers at
The third prong is the Cassava existing institutions.
"Through Jamie we actually have a
I u/i Orphan Care Organization face. Cultivation Project, which provides
\s described in the LuziCare flyer, financial support to an agricultural real connection" to the people Luzithe team has developed a "three- project desi gned to provide a con- Care works to help, Ezor said.
Last year LuziCare raised $5800
pronged formula."
tinued source of income for Luzi' s
and the Founder and President of the
To help tackle the "lack of formal expanded HBC program.
"I'm really excited about being Pendulum Project Ellen McCurley retraining in home-based care (HBC)
methods ," the funds provide formal involved because our work is actu- cently presented the check to the Luzi
framing for the Organization 's health ally worthwhile," said Ezor, who Orphan Care Organization. In a letter
cate workers in World Health Organ- joined the team this year. The project to Goldring dated the 29th of Septeml i n n , LUZICARE . Page 1

I'm really
excited about
being involved
because our
work is actually
worthwhile.

KENOYL SULLrVdN/TtiE COIBY ECHO

the programsgoals in Africa.

ber, she wrote, "Thanks to the efforts
of you and other students at Colby
College and thanks to LuziCare, we
had so much to celebrate!"
The 50/50 raffle raised approximately $300 in total and Carrie Potter
'09 had the winning ticket.
This year LuziCare has an ambitious goal to raise $12 ,000 , doubling last year 's funds. Check out
www.luzicarc.com for more information and an opportunity to donate to online.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

egories in which the college received
its lowest scores were the result of a
lack of public information on its enGreen: it 's one of the most fre- dowment. When reading the report
quently used words of our time, or at card online , Finlay said, "I do think
least of our generation. Not flower that there is always room for improvepower, but rather a commitment to ment when it comes to promoting suspruning the factors that contribute to tainability, but overall, students here
harming the environment: the green are environmentally conscious."
revolution is the product of the past
Over the past few decades, the Colhundred years' worth of moderniza- lege has become fully recognized both
tion. As the economy continues to locally and by the State of Maine for
wade into the globally warmed waters its work toward gaining sustainability.
of a recession, few would think that Just recently, the College was recogthe environment could still be on the nized as a national winner in the EPA's
minds of the next generation, yet stu- 2007-2008 College & University
dents on the Hill still consider them- Green Power Challenge for buying all
selves strong advocates of a of its electricity from renewable
sources. In fact, the college pays for
green-minded community.
The Sustainable Endowments In- more "green power" than any other
stitute (SEI) recently made an inde- college in the NESCAC and keeps an
pendent evaluation
audit of its greenhouse emissions. In
of sustainability at
addition to finding
over 300 schools
across the nation, ot
cleaner
energy
which the College
sources, the College
has a vigorous recyearned a modest
"B" along with
cling program that
Bates and Bowaccepts paper, carddoin. This "Green
board, glass, plastics and aluminum.
Report Card" had
15
schools
So with such prestionly
gious titles and acachieving the highest grade of an "A-"
tive programs, one
would be even
for its 2009 survey.
Emily Finlay 1
' 1 more surprised after
As our campus
Environmental
Coalition
hearingall of this to
boasts having a
find out that last
green orientation
and graduation , a
year, the College
geothermally-powered alumni center, earned a C+, falling behind Bates and
green housing options and active stu- Bowdoin, both earning a B-.
Finlay represented the sentiments
dent participation, why were the
Mules left at just above average? En- of many when she said, "You don 't
vironmental Coalition member Emily need to produce an extravagant annual
Finlay ' 11 said, "Looking at the grade . report to show that Colby is actively
I do not think that Colby has been engaged in promoting sustainability."
given enough credit for what we have Regardless of what we look like on a
done to promote sustainability."
website, many believe the College is a
Following the trail of carbon foot- prime example of what it means to be
prints led Finlay and others straight to environmentally conscious. It 's a
the criteria used for determining pass- "Little Ivy" packing a big punch:
ing and failing grades. There were whether you 're juggling all your food
forty-three indicators in nine cate- from the organic garden without a
gories, of which the College exceeded tray, riding a bike or Zipcar rental ,
expectations in having an environmen- drinking water from your stickered
tally conscious administration, actively Nalgene or leaving no trace on COC
reducing carbon emissions, using sus- trips, you 're a part of an effort to containable food and recycling methods serve what might eventually be lost.
and having investment priorities that
To see the College's full report
included the environment as a campus card, or to compare it to an additional
concern. Despite these strides, the cat- school, visit GreenReportCard.org.
By DASH WASSERMAN
NEWS STAFF

...I do not think
that Colby has
been given
enough credit
for what we have
done to promote
sustainability.

Housei oj [P izza
207-873-4300

We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don't for get to ask about our weekly specials!
1Wi. off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

J- Crew Factory Store
Student Discount
Come in and save 15%
on your entire purchase.
Check out our new
Fall line...
i Bow Street Freeport, ME 865-318(
*Student LD. required

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge

Alumni and parents chronicle evolution of alcohol use at the College
From ALCOHOL, Page 1

Her said, reminiscing about "walking
to [Robert's L' mon] for breakfast and
[often] seeing furniture that had been
thrown out the windows of the frat
houses " BoJher found the ill effects
of fratemitv life to be so detrimental
that she and her fnends "moved otf
campus as quickly as we could, as
there was no appeal [for the fraternity
scene] after freshman year "
Even those in fraternities admu just
how prevalent drinking was on campus. "At rimes, even in a fraternity, I
felt isolated if 1 was not going to participate in drink." Epstein said. Of
course, drinking issues were not limited strictly to the fraternity scene. Epstein added that "people party in their
rooms as they did tw enty years ago
and there arc still large parties as there
was twenty years ago. "
The fraternity system was rep laced
by the Residential Commons System,
which put residence halls into groupings that were overseen by a President . Vice President , and Social
Chair who. in turn, supervised the
Dorm Presidents in the residence
halls Christopher Sullivan '97
served as President of Johnson Commons during his junior year and as
President of Sru-A his senior year
Through these roles he helped plan
events that were "typically open to
the entire school" Events ran the
gamut
from
five-day movie
marathons in Page Commons, parties
in lounges, and dances in Cotter
Union. According to Sullivan , these
events were well-attended by both
those who dnnk and the chem-free
alike , with people of all backgrounds
"dropping in at 3 a.m. to check things
out " and packing the dances "wall to
wall by the end of the night."
Such a social scene does not sound
particularly different from a typical
weekend on today's campus, during
which the Student Programming
Board hosts events quite similar to
those the Commons produced in their
day However , alums from all class
years noted that the primary difference is that almost all social activity
on a weekend occurred while students
were "our " That is . the notion of "prcgaming" is alien to them.
"What disturbs me. and what
seems a great change from when 1
was in school—both high school and
college—is the apparent trend of pregaming honestl y. I find it absurd
that someone educated and motivated
enough to get into Colby would think
it is cool to get completely 'blotto ' before going out.. the pleasant effects of
a dnnk are well understood, why blow
it out of proportion and get obliterated'1" Henrietta Yelle '86 said. She
added, "my perception is that there is
more drinking with the express purpose of getting drunk."
Others echoed this sentiment.
Speaking on the termination of the
Senior
Steps
tradition , Alan
Ozarowski '07 asked "why do the students need to be stupid about [Steps]?"
and said that students should "go to the
Steps, raise a glass in honor of all the
hard work you 've comp leted in the
past four years, go back to the apartments, and enjoy Colby like every
other weekend" rather than pregaming
for hours on end beforehand. In
Ozarowski ' s eyes, "it is a good thing
the 'tradition ' in its [most recent form]
has been done aw ay with it was getnng out of hand "
Sullivan , who was on campus during Steps ' early years, was '"sad [and
found it] disturbing to hear about
some of the goings on during the Senic- Steps activities in recent years."
While he was disappointed from the
"tradition " standpoint to hear about
the termination of the Steps, he noted
that "this was not a long standing tradition
[as] it only came into existence about two to three years prior to
my f irst year on campus " Jn Sullivan 's eyes, the trustees' "hands were
forced by the unfortunate circumstances that a few students put themselves
in "
Throughout
his
experiences with Steps, "there were
no trips to the emergency room and no
injuries '" as far as he recalls, let alone
assaults on security personnel or arrests by police officers.
Cliff White '07 commented further, adding. "I' m not sure if the average student is aware of a what a
negative slant [Steps] gave to the College in the eyes of those in the commumt) and the rest of the state it
had turned into a fiasco and a joke., it
was beyond repair. "
Part of the broader problem , according to alumni and parents, is a
learned pattern of dangerous behavior that is often acquired right just

before or right after students amvc at
college Though the College 's drinking issues arc clearl y not limited to
underage drinkers, as indicated by the
Steps fiasco, it appears to be an outgrowth of habits that are learned
fairly early on
These habits , in turn, arc ones on
which "parents cannot offer experiential wisdom." according to Barbara
Davidson
P'10.
who
participates in the alcohol working
groups "Our [generation 's] first experiences with alcohol were at
home, either directly or indirectl y
under the watchful eye of Mom
and Dad ." she said. The problem
for parents and certain alumni now
in hel ping to address current alcohol issues is. according to Davidson, that "all in all. we don 't know
what it is reall y like to experience
alcohol at college as an illegal substance...we don 't know what happens at private events where
underage drinking has been pushed
underground "
The illegality of underage drink-

ing was frequently cited by alums faced with prosecution, parents interand parents as a major challenge vene with lawyers, therefore diluting
that the College and its peer institu- the gravity of the situation and giving
kids the idea that
tions now face. Epthere are no consestein commented
quences."
that "the reality is
As a result , parthat students eightents are caught in a
een to twenty-two
difficult paradox—
experiment with althey feel unable to
cohol—that is the
educate their chilcase today and has
dren on how to use
been the case for
alcohol responsibly,
decades." He added
but also feel comthat "the elephant
pelled to preserve
in the room is that
their child's good
it is illegal for most
standing when legal
students
to
consequences are
drink...how H 0 you
indeed brought.
deal with someThe majority of
thing that is going
alums
and parents
to happen without
Barbara Davidson
referenced
in this
condoning illegal
P'10
article believe that
behavior?"
the drinking age
This problem is
exacerbated by the fact, according to being lowered could allow parents
and
college
administrators
alike to
Bramhall. that even though underage
drinking is illegal , "when a high have open discussions about underschool student gets caught and is age drinking since condoning it

All in all, we
don 't know
what it is
really like to
experience
alcohol at
college as an
illegal
substance.

would no longer be illegal. Furthermore, this might help reincorporate
drinking into social and cultural
events , rather than forcing it to remain separate and behind closed
doors . Such habits , of course, are
often the precursors for the promulgation of pre-gaming and binge
drinking.
Regardless of the drinking age.
alums and parents agree that any true
change to campus culture must come
from the students. Bramhall believes
that students need to address "what it
is in their college experience that
makes drinking to excess so important." Sullivan best captured what
many alums and parents believe to be
essential for any real change, saying
"the more students can take personal
responsibility and accountability...the better—in the end. I think
students arc the only ones who can
fundamentally change the campus
culture in a positive way."
And while alums and parents do
not believe that the alcohol issue on
Mayflower Hill is unique amongst

peer institutions, they realize, as
Davidson said, that "what is unique
to Colby is the administration's initiative to create [the alcohol working
groups]... few colleges have called
upon the broad college community students , faculty staff, coaches,
trustees, town leaders, parents - to
engage in open learning and dialogue about the issue."
Many of the individuals contacted
for this article expressed their personal willingness to help work towards a healthier campus culture.
Specifically, they offered to help educate students through sharing personal experiences that can help
contextualizc this issue and further
educate students.

Next Issue: Local communitymembers, officials , business owners
and medical services personnel offer
their views on the effect of student
drinking habits on Waterville. Anyone
interested in contributing is encouraged to contact Suzanne Merkelson
at smmerkel@colby.edu
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Whether it's a camera phone to capture those
unforgettable moments or a smartphone to
e-mail them to the world , with all the newest
phones, the one you want is here.
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ROTC instills discipline An affinity for plants, politics
WHO'S WHO: AMELIA SWINTON '10

Students trainf or
the militaryat UMaine in Orono
By ANNA KELEMEN

SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR

Here on the Hill , the war in Iraq
and the upcoming election arc often
front and center in student discussions
of the military. For Colin Jenkins '11 ,
however, the military plays a more
tangible role in his life at the College.
Jenkins is one of three students in the
College community who are members
of the Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC). The ROTC provides students with academic, field and athletic training and, upon graduation from
the Army ROTC, participants earn the
bar of a Second Lieutenant.
Although the College does not
offer its own ROTC program, students are able to participate in the
University of Maine, Orono program.
The College does not offer academic
credit for the ROTC courses. Jenkins,
who is currently in his second year of
ROTC training, views the program as
a fast track into the military. "My
family has a long history of military
involvement," he said.
After participants complete their
second year of training, the ROTC
program requires an eight-year service commitment "The way it works
is [that] after your sophomore year of
ROTC you either sign a contract saying you are in the Army after you

graduate, or you quit," Jenkins said.
He has not yet decided whether or not
he will continue the program after this
year. "Eight years is a long time, and
I' m not quite ready to commit yet"
Jenkins does not feel that the current war in Iraq will be a defining
factor in his decision to serve or not
But he cites the chance to provide
the military with strong leadership in
tough situations as a factor in his
decision. "Regardless of whether or
not I agree with [the war], and I am
not saying whether I do or don't, I
consider myself an intelligent person
who will supposedly seek the greater
good. Some of the mistreatment of
locals that you hear about is a de
facto part of war. but some of it is
inappropriate and could have been
totally avoided. Why not do my best
to put my own leadership there and
do my duty to get it done right?" At
the same time, Jenkins is considering other ways in which he can
effectively serve his country.
Because the program at the College
is based in Orono, the time commitment for ROTC is smaller than at
other schools. "Here at Colby, we have
a much lighter program than normal,"
Jenkins said. The program usually
includes a physical fitness component
one to three times per week. Jenkins
attends an academic class in
Waterville once a week to which he
must wear his uniform. He also participates in "labs" several times a semester, and takes a physical fitness test
Labs are equivalent to field training,
and include activities such as land

combat stimulation, navigation in the
woods and trips to the shooting range.
"The first year you team more
about
personal
management ,"
Jenkins said. "You learn how to
organize your time and not get
sucked into things while studying."
Jenkins has enjoyed this year 's
courses more than before as he has
begun to focus more on the principles of war and small unit tactics. He
is particularly interested in studying
topographical maps. If he chooses to
continue , he will be expected to take
on more of a leadership role during
his junior year. Jenkins is uncertain
how that will work at the College
because of the small size of the program. His senior year would require
participation in a leadership boot
camp, which , upon completion ,
would induct him into the Army.
While he seems to be enjoying the
program, Jenkins expressed reservations about the small scale of student
involvement in the ROTC at the
College. "I don 't even really know
one of the other two people who does
it," Jenkins said. "They are supposed
to be your buddies, not exclusively,
but it is supposed to be a culture and
that's not here at all." Jenkins emphasized that he would encourage anyone considering the Army to join the
program. According to Jenkins, the
program is a positive "if you are at
all interested in seeing some of what
being an officer [in the military] is
about, some of the principles and that
it is not just about going out there
and shooting things."

^^^_

Students study military science in the above scene f r o m 1951. the year ROTC was established at the College.
Current students participate in the program at the University of Maine in Orono. an hour away from campus.

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Whether it is in politics or
Admissions, the activities of Amelia
Swinton * 10 are sufficiently extensive to impress her prospective
employers and classmates alike.
Swinton, who is from East
Lansing, Michigan , has already participated in numerous organizations
during her college career. An anthropology and Latin American studies
double major and environmental
studies minor, Swinton is the leader
of the College 's chapter of Amnesty
International as well as the volunteer
coordinator for the Obama Campus
Coalition for Change. She serves as
a tour guide for Admissions and is
the research assistant to this year 's
Oak Fellow, Afsan Chowdhury.
Swinton also participates as a COOT
leader and as a mentor for Colby
Amelia Swinton '10 is a research assistant, mentor and avid gardener
Cares About Kids.
In the spring, Swinton plans to
study abroad in Quito, Ecuador. ly interested in social and economic what she feels is the most important
During her time there, she hopes to justice and international develop- issue: "I think climate change policy
take classes in Andean cultures , ment. Swinton also commented that is the most fundamental area that the
Quechua language and Spanish liter- it is possible that she may join the United States needs to take leaderature. Swinton admits that she waited Peace Corps, noting that her parents ship in." She explained that the
until the last minute to work on the met while serving together there. United States' profligate use of oil
"Down the road . and other resources has global ramistudy abroad application and that she
I d (ike to contin- fications for which the United States
ue with my stud- is taking no responsibility. Swinton
is an overall procrastinator: "I have
ies," Swinton said , added that policies made in the
but added that she United States tend to become global
been staying up
wants to take initiatives and that this entails great
later than is really
necessary due to
some time off responsibility: "It 's about recognizbeforehand.
ing the power and responsibility that
procrastinating."
S w i n t o n
comes with that. "
A campus tour
revealed
that
In her spare time. Swinton enjoys
was the impetus for
plants play a large running, picking flowers , reading
Swinton 's choice
role in her life, political blogs and cooking. She also
to
attend
the
adding that she has has a fondness for the outdoors ,
College. **I just
a garden at home. though she admitted that latel y she
took a tour and fell
in love with Colby.
Both of her par- has not been able to go rock climbing
Amelia Swinton ents arc heavily and hiking as much as she would
That 's about it ,"
Class of 2010 involved
she recalled. She
with
like. As a result , she hopes to use fall
plants: her father break to spend more time outside
added that the
When asked what her parents
moment she realis a professor of
ized that the College was a perfect fit agricultural economics at Michigan would like the student population to
occurred when she stood outside of State University while her mother is know about her, Swinton laughed
Mary Low, the residence hall where engaged in horticultural research. that they would comment on the disApplying this experience to her life organized state of her room, but then
she is living this year.
When asked about her career on campus, Swinton said that she added that her parents would like
Swinton
said
has had multiple potluck dinners everyone to sec that the Midwestern
plans after graduation ,
that her intentions are uncertain. involving garden produce with her values of being earnest, hardworking, easygoing and caring about
"That 's an excellent question that neighbors in the Mary Low Co-op.
my parents would like to hear too!"
Speaking about this year 's presi- other peop le have been deeply
She remarked that she is particular- dential election , Swinton expressed imbued in their daughter.

I think climate
change policy
is the most
fundamental
area that the
United States
needs to take
leadership in.

Seniors square-up against pos t-grad economy
your net wider," Findlay said.
"Rely on Career Services even
more than you already have. "
Current seniors, as well as underThe National Association of
classmen , should start the job
Colleges and Employers (NACE)
search earlier and make use of
and various labor statistics have
alumni networking.
predicted that some industries
Woolsey echoed these statements,
might have significantly better
urging students to utilize online
opportunities than others, including
databases and communicate with
geosciences , environmental scialumni. Career Services offers workences and education.
shops, information sessions, which
l
Byron Meinerth 09 is an internaWoolsey said "are guaranteed to help
tional studies and Spanish double
with resumes, cover letters and commajor and serves as Teach For
munication skills."
America
(TFA)'s
Campus
Internships are another necessity,
Campaign Coordinator After graduespecially for underclassmen startation, he plans to teach for a couple
ing to think about post-graduate
of years either domestically or
opportunities. "For other classes,
abroad. "There is still a pretty high
[the economic crisis] puts a real predemand for education , which is one
mium on having internships in whatthing I'm hoping will stay steady,"
ever area you 're interested in, paid
he said. But even Meinerth thinks
or unpaid ," Findlay said. "For
his choices have been affected by
seniors, [advice includes] doing as
the economic situation. "I wouldn 't
much as you can to seek out contacts, make sure your resume
is as polished as it can possibly be, think more broadly
about 'what is it I'd like to
do? ' and 'what will I be able to
do?"' Other ideas include
expanding your area of interest , considering different job
locations and going to graduate school.
"[Career Services] doesn 't
want to scare people,"
Woolsey said. There are still
job opportunities available in
all sectors and, as Findlay put
it, students need to think further ahead. "There are so
many great students in the
class of '09," he said. "Long
term, they 're all going to do
well , although that doesn 't
diminish the anxiety they 're
going to feel."
BOB KIEV1T/THE COLB . ECHO
International students, like
The struggling economy is one of many post-grad pressures seniors will face.
Krishan Rele '09, come to the
From ECONOMY , Page 1

say my plans have changed, but my
thoughts on options in general have
definitely changed," he said. "I' ve
thought about grad school a few
years out of Colby and paying for
that is definitely going to be an
issue. So in that respect, what I' m
planning on doing hasn 't changed,
but the way I' m thinking about it
definitely has."
Meinerth noted that students at
the College have a tendency to
approach finding a job with a relative lack of immediacy. His experience with TFA has onl y confirmed
this belief "At Colby, a lot of students are a little bit more laid back
about pursuing post-grad opportunities, which is fine ," Meinerth said.
"Now they 'll have to take into
account the fact that the search is
going to be even more competitive."
Roberts ' and Meinerth's experiences both highlight advice given
by Woolsey and Findlay. "Cast

College in part for that assurance.
While Rele, a double major in
Economics-Mathematics
and
International Studies from India,
said his experience at the College
has been invaluable, for reasons both
academic and otherwise, he noted
that he and other international students have had difficulties due to
their visas. International students
attend the College using the Fl student visa, which includes one year of
work experience, either during (i.e.
summer internships) or after school.
After that year, graduates must apply
for a work visa in order to stay in the
country. Because these can be
expensive and are not guaranteed
(only about 40 percent of applicants
receive the visa, according to Rele),
firms are often hesitant to hire international applicants. Rele said that
this trend has only escalated due to
the current state of the economy.
"It 's slightly a bummer," he said.
"If you 're capable of working, why
shouldn 't you have the chance?
[Investment] banking is awful now;
it 's a bad scene."
Rele said he would be open to
working anywhere in the world, but
said he would like to be in the U.S.
for at least a year. He credits Career
Services, which he visits regularly,
for helping him locate firms "with a
global reach. They 'll employ [international students] but competition is
still very intense."
Despite these difficulties , Rele is
confident he will graduate with a
job , although according to Woolsey,
a Career Services survey administered prior to graduation indicated
that only 26 percent of the Class of
2008 graduated with secure jobs .
StiJl , Rele, like other members of
the senior class, thinks that the
College is about more than what
happens after graduation. "There's a
lot more to life than a job," he said.
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New class tracks 2008 election

COURSE PROFILE: PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORAL POLITICS

FACULTY PROFILE: ADAM HOWARD

Students study
electoral processes in real-time
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

COURTESY Or IWM HOWUtO

Travel is among Howard 's favorite activities, here, a hike in Colorado.

Professor overcomes,
inspires compassion

How ard says of making the move
from rural Kentucky to the
Northeast. Prior to his admission to
Associate Professor of Education Harvard , he had never traveled north
\dam Howard remembers his first of Ohio. "There are just too many
ride on Boston 's subway, when he differences between the rural South
attended Harvard University for the and the urban Northeast ," he recalls,
Master 's Program in Learning and "and it was unbelievably overTeaching "As a logical person, I whelming. " During his first year in
knew that [the subway] would graduate school . Howard stayed in
mdecd get me from point A to point his room or the library, lacking the
B intact." he recalls '"But 1 was so courage or financial means to vennervous. I'd never even seen a sub- ture out into the city of Boston. "But
way before, and I called my friend in once I did [venture out], I discovered
New Hampshire to come down and a whole new world out there. There
ride it with me."
was so much to see and explore, and
An initial fear of riding modern I really came into my own," he says.
public transportation is just one of
Howard first spent time on
many anecdotes that Howard Mayflow er Hill as a visiting faculty
recalls from his transition from the fellow for the 2003-04 school year.
rural South to "a big city, in the He then returned to Antioch College
Northeast no less " Howard grew in Ohio, where he taught prior to
up in a smaii community m coming to Colby, and took on the
Kentuck y, and li\ed the majority of position as the Associate Dean of
his young life in abject poverty He Students When Antioch was forced
was raised by young parents , both to close in 2008. Howard spent a few
with debilitating illnesses, tn a fam- months at Hanover College in
il y that could not afford proper Indiana. "But it wasn't really what I
healthcare "My family and others was looking for." Howard says. "I
in my community were too con- was fortunate to receive several [job]
sumed with living in poverty to offers, but I wanted Colby."
think about much else other than
Now back on Mayflower Hill as
what it took to put food on the lable. an Associate Professor of Education ,
,
a roof over our heads and clothes Howard feels like he has found a
on our backs. " Howard recalls in more permanent home. "What I love
his book Learning Privilege
about Colby students is that they
Lessons of Power and Identity in challenge me, and always want me to
Affluent Schooling (Routled ge go a bit further in the way I think
Press . 2007). As a result of intense about things," he says. Further, he
focus on everyday survival, he enjoys his fellow professors in the
found himself in the seventh grade, Education Department as individuals
who "keep me on my toes, and help
unable to read or write.
But then Howard met Mr
me to continue to develop as a perMattingly. his seventh-grade teacher son and an educator."
and the man who would ultimately
Stemming from his unique educhange the course of his fled gling cational background , Howard
education , and his life. U pon discov- approaches his students with variering Howard 's illiteracy. Mr. ous alternative methods. "I try to
Mattingly began working with him make things relatable and relevant,"
individually, often staying at the he says, emphasizing the imporschool after hours to offer additional tance of tying theories and practices
instruction and guidance Even after into real life scenarios. "I really
Howard was no longer a member of want my students to think about
his class . Mr Mattingly continued to things, not only in class, but outside
teach and advise him. until Howard of class What I try to do is to give
graduated from high school—with a students the [skills needed] to consufficient level of academic profi- tinue that curiosity," he says.
ciency to pursue a college education .
One aspect of Howard's progresAfter successfully completing high sive approach to teaching is his
school. Howard attended Berea assignment for students to keep a
College, from which he graduated Moon Journal This process consists
with a Bachelor 's Degree in English of spending a few nights each week
Education in 1993 Located in central looking at the moon, contemplating
Kentucky Berea College charges no whatever comes to mind, and writing
tuition and targets promising students it down as honestly and thoroughly
from Appalachia with limited eco- as possible "It 's about taking the
nomic resources Students at die everyday world and dissecting it ," he
College undertake rigorous academic says of the assignment, adding that
programs and intensive work studies "it's really interesting, because
in order to maximize the value of their sometimes students will simply say
schooling During his ume at Berea . 'all I see is the moon,' while other
Howard realized his passion for teach- times they will come to surprising
ing, a passion that largely resulted thoughts and revelanons "
from the pivotal impact Mr Matting l y
Outside of the classroom, Howard
had on him in his formative years.
thoroug hly enjoys his newfound
Despite making incredible acade- home in Maine He is an avid film
mic gains while an undergraduate fan, with such movies as Love
student at Berea . Howard submitted Actualh and Pride and Prejudice at
his app lication to the Harvard the top of his favorites list. "You'd
Graduate School of Education with think that as a professor I'd have
an addendum In this letter, he more refined movie tastes," he says
described hi*, atypical educational joking ly, "but I like movies that arc
background , and explained some of predictable and allow me to relax and
the holes in his transcript and GRF
take a break." He also enjoys workscores "I just told them, "look , there ing out at the Alfond Athletic Center,
is just no way I have read all of (the and hopes to spend some more time
required] literature 1 have caught up in the future traveling. "Where I
considerably (from my lack of ele- came from. I never had the leisure or
mentary schooling] but there is still money to travel ," he said. Now that
rt> mm.h I don 't know '" Recognizing he has risen from the socioeconomic
his potential and strong work ethic , strain of his childhood and become
the University admitted him. and he an accomplished scholar in the edugraduated with his Master ' s in cation field , he says, "There are just
Learning and Teaching in 1995
so many open doors for me, and I
"It was a huge transition ." plan to take full advantage of them "
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

Given the high publicity of next
month's presidential elections, it can
be difficult to avoid the media storm
and form ideas for one's self
Newspapers, television programs,
and even blogs are just some of the
means by which the electorate is
influenced. Charles A. Dana
Professor of Government Anthony J.
Corrado, Jr. encourages his students
to make their own election predictions in his new Presidential Electoral
Politics
course offered this fall.
The class meets twice a week,
incorporating both lecture and student-led discussion. Some topics
include the electorate , voting
behavior, political polling and campaign communications. While case
studies such as the 2004 election
are examined, the emphasis is on
the upcoming presidential election
between Senators Barack Obama
and John McCain. Corrado
explains that his "course is
designed to offer a combination of
political science research, lessons
from recent campaigns, and practical politics in order to help students
understand the 2008 presidential
election and future elections."
The way an individual reads an
election depends on the combined
factors of the election's background,
the strategies employed in campaigns, and the various candidates '
objectives. A number of special
evening sessions are scheduled
throughout the semester in which the
class convenes to watch the presidential and vice presidential debates.
Immediately after the debates conclude, the television goes off.
Corrado says that he wants to eliminate "pre- and post-game commentary" from political reporters, which
might unduly shape his students'
analysis. After last Thursday's vice
presidential debate between Senator
Joe Biden and Governor Sarah Palin,
Corrado sent his students home with

questions that included, "What will ways that students stay engaged with
the lead be in tomorrow morning 's the election.
A significant
newspaper? What
amount
of
was a significant
Presidential
moment in
the
Electoral Politics '
debate? Were there
class time is allotany unfair quested for student distions? What did you
learn that was new?"
cussion, in addition
to student presenCorrado stresses
tations
every
the
need
to
Thursday. Teaming
approach the election through a critiup in groups of
four, students precal lens. He points
pare a briefing on
out that every deciweekly developsion made by a canments in the 2008
didate has some
campaign.
Lee
significance ,
no
Rotenberg '10, a
matter how trivial it
student in the class,
may seem. Time is
noted that "the
the candidates 'most
course provides us
critical resource and
with the tools to
it is depleting rapidLee Rotenberg '10
interpret the presily. With only twendential race on our
ty-six days left until
Presidential Electoral Politics
own, and thus, we
Election Day, tracking where the candino longer have to
dates go and keeping a close eye on be dependent on pundits and journalists
the issues that are most important to for insight into the campaign."
Andrew Cook '09 shared similar
swing states are just some of the

The course provides us with
the tools to
interpret the
presidential
race...we no
longer have to
be dependent
on pundits and
journalists for
insight into the
campaign.

sentiments. He cited Presidential
Electoral Politics as one of the best he
has taken at the College. "We essentially arc learning real-time what
presidential politics arc all about."
Much of Corrado 's first hand
expertise comes from running campaigns in the late 1980s and early
1990s. However, it is^not only his
knowledge that brings students to
class, but also his personality. As
Samuel Handler '09 succinctly
phrased it , "H is tftfly i class you
don't want to end. ProfeSfeor Corrado
is simply fantastic."
Despite much praise from students . Presidential Electoral Politics
will not be offered again in the near
future. Corrado wants to leave the
course centered on a live case study,
so eager prospective students will
have to wait until 2012.
Corrado is the also the director of
Colby in Washington, an internship
program that is administered by the
Washington Center in the nation 's
capitol. Students interested in the program or the government major in general
can
reach
him
at
ajcorrad@colby.edu .
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Students watch the debates as a class and then evaluate each candidate s' strategies, successes and failures.

Students study Arabic independently

A motivated f ew
see the language
as a key asset

dialect) and intermediate students entry way into a tumultuous region,
working on self-directed study on a recent Associated Press article,
topics they have trouble understand- which quoted Hester, reported.
ing or have not yet learned.
"Jordan is one of the safest countries
"It 's important to study this lan- in the Middle East, and it holds true
guage, I think , because a lot of the to that name," Hester said.
roots of conflict and the roots of
Though Jordanians confessed to
By CHELSEA EAKIN
failed policies in the Middle East hating the American government ,
EDITOR IN CHIEF
are a result of misunderstanding, " Hester said her experience in the
Hester said. "Language is so inter- country was nothing but welcomTwice a week, for two hours, a connected with the culture , and in ing. "Everyone was incredibly
group of dedicated students get order to understand the culture of friendly," she said.
together to study Arabic. They don 't the Middle East , which is ultimateHester is one of a small but growhave a formal teacher, they don 't ly connected to
ing number of stuhave any textbooks and they don 't the politics , which
dents
at
the
receive academic credit.
is connected to the
College interested
Most are drawn to the language systems and instiin studying abroad
by the prevalence of the Middle tutions of the
in the Middle East.
East in global politics today and country, you have
Options are limitsee Arabic as a key asset m secur- to understand the
ed, as the College
ing a job in the international arena. language. "
doesn 't allow stuMany also hope that by learning to
After studying
dents to study in
communicate in Arabic , they can Arabic
at
countries on the
help shatter stereotypes about the G e o r g e t o w n
U.S . Department
Middle East.
Summer School
of State Travel
"It 's a beautiful language," Olga af ter her freshman
Warning
list ,
*11
Stepanova
, who took an inten- year, Hester tried
which
includes
sive summer Arabic course at the to continue learnmost
Middle
City University of New York and ing the language
Eastern countries.
studies with the campus group, said. while back on
In the past six
"It has a poetic rhythm when vou campus; however,
years ,
students
speak it properly."
by that point she
have studied in
"Arabic is often associated with wasn't a beginner,
Jordan , Morocco
terrorism and violence and I think a and the only group
and Oman. With
lot of people identify it as the lan- meeting on camno Arabic language
guage of brutality," said Margaret pus was for people
program offered at
Winthrop '12, who had never stud- just starting out.
the College , stuied the language before arriving on She tried meeting
Margaret Winthrop dents have even
Mayflower Hill « frw months ago
with a local tutor
Class of 2012 fewer options to
"With all of the tension surrounding but the times didstudy in the Middle
the Middle East and the Arab world n 't work
out.
East because some
right now, I hope that learning at Pursuing an Independent Study was programs , such as those offered
also
difficult
,
least a little bit of Arabic will help
she said, because through Middlebury College, require
me to understand and relate more to "you need a lot of guidance" as a applicants to know a certain level of
beginner in the language.
the events there."
Arabic to app ly. Colby used to
Liza Hester '09 spearheads the
So Hester decided to study require at least three semesters of
study group, helping to organize and abroad in Amman , Jordan. "My French to study in Morocco, but the
also to teach. As of late September, main motivation was to stud y director and associate director of Off
the group has compiled a list of sev- Arabic ," she said , adding that with Campus Study decided last year to
enteen students interested in study- the Jordanian dialect one can com- do away with that rule in order to
ing. The sessions are finally starting municate with a wide range of open up options for students who
to fall into a regular schedule, with Arabic speaking people.
want to study in the Middle East .
beginning students working on masJordan is becoming a popular
Now back on campus , Hester has
tering the alphabet , studying basic study abroad destination for started this study group and hopes
grammar, writing and speaking American students interested in that it will continue for years to
Arabic (primarily of the Jordanian Arabic The country is seen as a safe come. Stepanova , the sophomore

With all of the
tension surrounding the
Middle East and
the Arab world
right now, I
hope that learning at least a little bit of Arabic
will help me to
understand and
relate more to
the events
there.

who took a summer Arabic course,
said that the task is difficult. "It 's
hard to take on a level three language when you aren't getting credit for it and you don 't have a text
book." Stepanova hopes to study
abroad in Oman next year.
Hester is disappointed with the
lack of support she feels she has
received from the administration. "I
think [Colby] really prides itself on
having this international focus and
really promoting international studies, yet I think it' s the administration 's responsibility to say, 'Hey,
Arabic is reall y important in today 's
world, it 's our responsibility to cultivate a Middle Eastern Studies
Program... '" she said. "I think as a
higher institution Colby has that
responsibility and it has yet to follow
through on that , unfortunately."
Hester has submitted a proposal
to ask that the College hel p find a
more qualified tutor and fund textbooks. President William D. Adams
told her that Bates , Bowdoin and
Colby were thinking about possibly
floating a tutor between the three
schools, but Hester is doubtful.
"1 am very sympathetic with student views on this matter, and m one
way I am very glad that there is
growing interest , as it indicates student engagement with a part of the
world that is now very important ,"
Adams said. "On the other hand, creating a language program in Arabic,
even if it is merely a language proficiency program at the introductory
level, is a very big step for us,
requiring
additional
faculty
resources, which includes faculty
advocacy of new programs."
In the meantime, Hester is now
looking to go through the Student
Government Association to see if
she can get funding through the
Arabic Club. More broadl y, she
hopes that those who study in the
Middle East, herself included , will
act as "cultural interlocutors ," sharing their experiences in order to
help break down stereotypes of the
Middle East that she believes fragment our world.
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EDITORIAL

Giving credit, literally and
figuratively

What makes the macho man

A ref lection on the pressures guys don 't discuss

In this week's Echo you will read about a group of students who spend four hours a week
studying Arabic In reading about questions surrounding multiculturalism on campus, you will
hear about the recently started Campus Conversations On Race, which began last fall and meets
once a week for two hours throughout the semester. We applaud both of these initiatives because
they are examples of Colby students at their best - passionate, engaged and self-motivated.
We would like to sec these students get academic credit for their efforts. These students would
no doubt engage in these activities regardless (they are) but giving academic credit would be a
formal way for the College to demonstrate that it is supportive of these efforts, and recognizes
the time commitment these efforts involve
Academic credit would also give some students that teeter on the edge of full commitment
an incentive to dive in head-first. Studying Ar-' ic is a big time commitment - as motivated as
you are, taking the time to study something you aren 't getting credit for can take away from your
other commitments (like classes you do get credit for) We aren 't talking about a full four credits - maybe one or two. depending on the situation.
You need a certain amount of credits to graduate. If you dedicate your time to worthwhile extracurricular activities, but they take valuable time away from your coursework needed to graduate, then you are forced to lighten up on those activities, even if they are just as, if not more,
valuable in your eyes.
Some extracurricular activities on campus could be considered full-on internships. True , officers on SGA and SPB. and we at the Echo, at least get a little compensation, but for other activities a way for the College to show its support would be through academic credit. In this way,
the administration can show its commitment to encouraging more students to be engaged on
campus. The College often speaks about preparing students the best it can for post-graduate
work; well, if the administration is interested in pushing students toward a greater motivation ,
academic credit would certainly help the cause Furthermore, participation in time-consuming
campus extracumculars. discussions and study sessions is good preparation for the post-graduate world, where excellence is not measured by letter grades and checks or minuses, but by the
time and effort put into a project
One ofthe crucial principles of Colby 360 is getting students to better prepare themselves for
the real world by creating instances on campus for students to connect what they do in the academic sphere to what they talk about and participate in outside of class. Affording students the
opportunity to take time away from coursework but still get credit will allow them to engage
more activel y with difference (as in CCOR), and make a real contribution to campus culture at
the same time.
Encouraging cultural discussion and development on campus, as well as individual academic
pursuits, would introduce a level of flexibility to students. Furthermore, it would highlight the
attitude that growing as a student stretches beyond books, labs, and papers. It could allow students to control their education as both scholars and world-citizens, and would deepen the environment at Colby by rewarding the commitment to this growth with recognition.
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Boys will be boys, right? They 'll be confident , competitive, and callous. They 'll double-fist forty-ounce bottles of beer, take their
shirts off and stick their chests out , and wrestle each other into the ground. They 'll be
well-endowed and thick-muscled. They 'll
take home the most beautiful girls and
mountains of money. They will eam their titles every day as men. Right?
I will never fully understand what it 's like
to be a man; however, this fact allows me to
look at the pressures and expectations objectively. As a female, I' m allowed to
talk about this without risking my
masculinity; I can break the silence
because I'm not inherently muted by
it. At a party a few weeks ago, a group
of people celebrated the weekend
with crazy neon costumes and beer.
When the duct tape came out , bottles
were bound to hands and drinking
goals were set. "Girls," one guy said
"you can stop drinking whenever you
want." The men, on the other hand ,
were required to drink as much as the
next guy, chugging forty-ounce bottles without the chance to quit. There
was no option to drink only what they
wanted, felt comfortable with or what
they thought they could handle. They
had to earn their place among the others. It was the initiation to the tribe,
the sacrifice of self for the greatei
whole, and it was so obviously sexist.
Afterwards, I talked to a friend of mine at a
different college who I know has struggled
with drinking over the past few years. He honestly attributes some of his problems to peer
pressure, and though he 's usually confident
and strong, he feels trapped and restricted by
his friends. "They egg me on," he said, when
I asked about the nights that made him dangerously sick. "They yell at me to drink
more." "Why don 't you just say you 're done
and you want to stop?" I said. His face went
taut with disbelief. "You don 't get it." Though
it sounds weak to succumb to this pressure, it 's
nearly impossible when men arc trying to fit
into social situations. There is no rational concept that drinking more does not make a man

more attractive, strong, or worthy. There is
only the raw competitiveness and obliviousness to health, self-esteem and comfort.
The drinking pressure, though a subtle problem on campuses and in bars across the country, is only one example of the behavioral
expectations on men. There is no doubt that females still have rigid roles we are supposed to
fill , and these pressures are disturbing and puzzling to me as well, but in some ways we are
able to take more liberties than men, even if
this is only a recent development. It is socially
acceptable for us to drink beer or order a fruity
cocktail. We can wear pants or skirts, put on
makeup to cover bad skin and color our hair,
lift weights or pedal along on the elliptical machine. We can pierce our ears, wear heels to
make us taller, and have control over our sexual prowess without being thought of as weak
or sexually incapable. We have choices in our
appearance, and though there are certainly still

negative connotations to women adopting masculine traits, it is becoming progressively less
so. We have choices in some areas where men
have none. Society accepts our endeavors
across genders; in fact, it even applauds it,
whereas men are seen as weak if they 're to do
so. Though women are, over long, painstaking
years, becoming less objectified , it seems to be
moving in the other direction for men.
And this is not just in the realm of behavior
and presentation . For decades, it has been
widely recognized that society and the media
have been particularly hard on the body images of females, contributing to a culture that
fosters low self-esteem and diseases like
anorexia and bulimia. Though being male has

never been without standards or expectations,
the physical pressures appeared to be less oppressive. There was the hope that women
could someday, too, not have to worry about
being stick-thin, painting their faces with
makeup or having perfect hair all of the time.
There was a hope that as women moved forwards towards equality in other aspects of society, the pressure to fit feminine standards
would lessen. Instead, things seem to be moving the other way disturbingly quickly.
In the past few years, the physical expectations on men have become more intense, or
are at least reaching deeper into the male heart
and psyche more than ever before. Men are
having plastic surgery like never before. Male
anorexia, which was once a rare exception to
a predominantly female disease, has skyrocketed. In the past , it has been estimated that
only 10 percent of anorexics were male. In a
study done last year by Harvard University, 25
percent of anorexics and 40 percent of
bulimics were estimated to be male.
This study smashed the 10 percent statistic and shines new light on the increasing pressure for men to have a
"perfect" physique.
I have no concrete solution to slow
these trends , but I do know this: We
are all human. We are men or women,
and should embrace our masculinity
or femininity, but we shouldn 't fear
the other. It is strength and wisdom
that helps us to understand that none
of us will ever be a perfect picture of
our culture 's man or woman. It is impossible to become this poster-child
without losing a sense of individualism, control , or humanity. We are so
controlled by this perfection, so
deeply driven by it that even rationality can 't rip it from our gut desires.
We realize that the fight for women's
equality is one that is ongoing, but we can 't
forget that men struggle too. Our challenges
are different , and the solutions will be as well,
but we must work as a team to fight for both
sides. Both men and women contribute to
pressures on the self and on the other. Valuing
both feminine and masculine traits will lead to
a deeper understanding of sexual orientation,
and would change gender to be something to
be embraced , not swallowed. I am female, but
it doesn 't stop me from feeling oppressed by
male pressures. We are letting our genders
speak for us, silence us. It doesn 't matter
which gender you identify with. Challenge the
pressure. Boy will be boys, and girls will be
girls, but we are first and forever human.

The rhetori c of a nation?

A real personal mission and an impending national disaster

It 's election time in Washington which
means that the name ofthe game is fear.
Fear that the nation is leading the pack
toward a global recession that S700 billion
of our tax dollars cannot fix; fear that wc
are overstretched militarily, and do not
have the capacity to respond to up and
coming threats to our stability; fear
that American hegemony is on its
last legs , fear that presidential candidates arc untested , elitist , more ofthe
same, "out of touch. "
I'll admit it , I' m scared too. But my
fear doesn 't lie in the-sky-is-falling
scenarios depicted in campaign
speeches and partisan commentary;
what I'm afraid of is all the more real ,
and could be just a few months away
from reality if we aren 't careful .
I' m scared of Sarah Palin , and
what electing her as vice president
could mean for our country. As I see
it , she is potentially the most terri fying actor to come onto the Washington scene since Paul Wolfowitz—or
possibly anthrax.
It 's not that 1 am unduly fearful of
social conservatives or reli gious
zealots; in a true democracy, even
extremism should have its p lace in
the channels of political discourse.
I am scared of Palin because she
doesn 't blink. And she has a vision
for America.
We've seen the consequences of taking decisive action in Washington without paying serious attention to
historical, socioeconomic, political and
cultural circumstances surrounding the
policy. Remember in 200 1 when Congress
passed a piece of legislation that stripped
awav our civil liberties in ihe name of do-
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mestic security? Or in 2003, when Bush and
company said that we'd be greeted as liberators in Iraq? How about last week, when bureaucrats, politicians and lobbyists alike

convinced Americans that in order to save
"Joe Six-pack," we had to save the corporate
crniolnmeratf _ anH PFHs nn Wall Street f_rct9

Upon being offered the vice presidential
nomination by John McCain , Palin related
in an interview that she did not hesitate to
accept his proposal. She said, "You have to
be wired in a way of being so committed to
the mission, you can't blink." Later on in the
campaign , she explained what that mission
might entail . She said , "I see the United
States as being a force for good in the
world...being the beacon of light and hope
for those who are seeking democratic values and tolerance and freedom ."
Back in Wasilla, Palin talked about America
as a force for good too, when she
spoke on the Iraq War in her Pentecostal church. She said, "Pray for our
military men and women who are
striving to do what is right. Also, for
this country, that our leaders, our national leaders, are sending U.S. soldiers out on a task that is from God."
Sarah Palin has a mission alri ght—a mission she intends to
carry out as vice president; and she
will use any rhetoric or tactics necessary to get into the White House.
In her debate with Senator Joe
Bidcn last Thursday, she began her
discussion of the economic crisis
with a charming anecdote. She said,
"You know, I think a good barometer here , as we try to figure out has
this been a good time or a bad time
in America 's economy, is go to a
kid' s soccer game on Saturday, and
turn to any parent there on the sideline and ask them , 'How are you
feeling about the economy?'"
This is riot a time for soccer—
or hockey—moms in the White
House for that matter. This is not a
time for missions from God or
Alaska or even Washington. It 's
time for Americans to collectively
blink , and consider the consequences of their vote on November 4.

Talkin' about respect Kim kissed a girl: A remix

How we limit ideas,
growth and justice
by laughing blindly

When coming back to school this fall . I
.issurcdly told myself that I was neither
izoing to post on the civil discourse nor write
,iny editorials for the Echo. This stemmed
not from any passivity, but rather on account
of an overzealous attitude that often gets me
into trouble. Furthermore, I believe that
[here is an abundance of intelligent students
.it Colby who more eloquently and appropriately express my sentiments on both the
digest and in the Echo.
This attitude lasted until late Thursday
nig ht of last week , when I walked out of
Pugh and over to the computers next to the
mailroom. Watching the vice-presidential
debate , I noticed that there was very little
respect shown for Sarah Palin. There are
lew students at Colby who would not describe themselves as open or tolerant, yet
the majority of Palin 's comments were accompanied by laughter in the audience.
Was I outraged? No. Was I appalled , as
.otne students supposed? Not really. Without a doubt , thoug h , I was concerned
enough to write about it. My initial post did
not start out by revealing my political beliefs, for two reasons . The issue at hand
Was not politics , and anyone of any political standing should be allowed to make the
.ame comments I did.
The issue at hand , which some did not
land still do not) understand , is one of respect. It is the type of respect one shows to
,1 veteran , a fireman or one 's senator. We
hold these people in certain regard , because
ihey are willing to directly serve their country. In the same way, Sarah Palin believes
that she can serve this country throug h the
position of Vice President and believes so
.trongly that she has chosen to run for that
same position. We choose to respect Palin
not because of her experience (or lack
thereof) in diplomatic relations or because
of her thoughts on gun rights, but simply for
putting herself out on the line.
There is also another form of respect at
hand here. It is the type that , when neglected.
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A look at the song that
brings controversy but
conversation, too.
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breeds bigotry, intolerance , and discrimination , and one that our Constitution 's First
Amendment does such an excellent job of
protecting. Even more so in a liberal environment like Colby, Palin 's comments are a
form of dissent, and drowning out dissent has
never boded well in history. None of this is to
say that there isn 't room in public discourse
for humor. Democracy has so well provided
us with an environment where we can openly
criticize and deride our politicians , but we
must always be careful of simply turning our
political figures into comical fodder. This
mentality, easily visible in the Palin bingo
cards, turns our heads away from the real debate and toward an easier, simpler solution.
Nothing could be more dangerous.
Unfortunately, while 1 did not intend on
bring ing in politics , it is an issue that best
demonstrates prevalent hypocrisies and the
lack of respect that I previousl y addressed.
During the debate last week. Palin 's remarks concerning same-sex marriages
were followed by a series of boos. It appeared as if everyone was foaming at the
bit , waiting for Palin and her evangelical
agenda , and ready to draw the connections
between her reli gious beliefs and her political stance. Yet when Biden confirmed that
his policy was no different , the crowd remained silent (albeit a good friend of mine
did flip him the bird).
I should emphasize here that I am in no
way attempting to propagate support for
one candidate or the other. Anyone who
closely read my posts would have realized
that my supposed defense of one candidate
was in fact a plea for respect for the candidates. As this election will no doubt be a
momentous one for this country, I encourage everyone to educate himself (and herself) on the issue and to truly free his mind.
To all the Americans , exercise your civic
right , and go out and vote. To all the nonAmericans , become one.
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Hey , Everybody... have you heard about Busy
B's? It's the coolest spot in Waterville !
You have to see all the neat stuff they
sell... outrageously funny cards , 50's furnishing s , crazy vintage jewelry , great gifts
and candy and... well, ya just gotta see it!
BRING IN YOUR COLBY I.D. AND GET 20% OFF
YOUR FIRST PURCHASE !!!

BUSY B ' S
233 Main St.
Waterville , Me.
872-8280

It appears that Alca Thompson and I have
more in common than a shared name. We both
kiss girls (and boys to clarify) and find something in Katy Perry's song about kissing girls
worth talking about. After reading her September 24th article in the Echo , I realized that
I had more to say about an annoying pop song
than I could have imagined.
I agree with (the other) Alea that the lyrics
are offensive. Kissing girls under the influence of alcohol , and boyfriends for that matter, misses the point that some of us actually
enjoy "the soft skin " of the same sex and
choose, on our own accord , to kiss those
cherry-chapstick coated lips. Some of us actually consider kissing our girlfriends a big
deal and get the same butterflies that you do
when your boyfriend walks by. Althoug h
Katy seems to assume that hooking up with
girls is entirely the fault of human nature, I
disagree. For some of us, it is a very conscious and frequentl y celebrated choice.
Despite the fact that Katy 's degrading implications about the value of bisexuality annoy
me, I have made an effort to let them go for
the sake of another. For my sake Perry deserves a kick in the butt , while for Kim 's, I
would be more than happy to suck it up and
give the offending pop star a kiss on the cheek.
I have a friend named Kim who just recently started dating a girl . Althoug h she goes
to school in my highly liberal home state of
Vermont, she can probably count on two hands
the number of people that she and her girl-
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friend have felt comfortable telling. No parents have been informed and kisses, hugs, etc.,
have yet to be exchanged in public.
But for Kim , the two minutes and 58 seconds of "I Kissed a Girl" serves as a safety
zone. Her straight friends sing it and enjoy it.

Some of us actually
consider kissing
our girlfriends a big
deal and get the
same butterflies
that you do when
your boyfriend
walks by.
Her mother listens to the song on the radio
and probably dances to the blatantly "bi-curious" lyrics in her car on the way to work. She
has seen the music video immortalized on
MTV My own highly conservative cousin
from Texas was the one, in fact, who introduced me to Katy Perry, completely oblivious
to the fact that 1 had one of those "magical
girls" to call my own.

Where 's the outrage now?
Why the f e w are f ighting, the masses are
missing, and our society ref uses to move
Last spring, I got up in front of a crowd of
at least 500 people and asked that we take a
few minutes to really think about what we say
and how what we say affects other people. The
people I spoke to paid attention, showed their
support , and truly appeared to care deeply
about the issue at hand. The issue was . of
course, the Cinco de Mayo incident, a situation aD ttf 'lls upperclassmen should not have
forgotten. If you were not here last spring, ask
someone who was about the Cinco de Mayo tshirts. They should be able to explain exactly
what happened and exactly what we should
have learned from this situation.
Last Friday, we had another rally. It was not
too hard to f ind: we were still m front of Miller,
had posters up all over campus advertising the
event, and had been talking about the issue on
the Digest of Civil Discourse for quite some
time. Despite such a sweeping effort to publicize this event , only about one-fifth of the
crowd from last spring showed up. From what
1 can tell , this campus has failed to give this
issue the importance that it
deserves, especially after the
events that took
place last year.
Having said
that , the rally
was not a failure by any
means. A great
many of us
connected and
made plans to
make this campus
more
aware of its
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differences. It was a productive meeting, allowing many people to express emotions that
cannot be conveyed throug h the Digest.
Everyone had something to say, and everything that they said opened up my eyes to
brand-new ideas and ways to look at this situ- letting the group disperse and possibly never
ation. My plan is to share some of what-4 heard speak to each other again, we made sure to get
for those of you who did ndt minagqjo amk<? .. oathe same page and be able to connect with''
it to the rahy.' Sadly, thatVilfbSmany otyoit. A, each other in the future
Finally, a number of people expressed outA few people tried to set the record straight
about white privilege. For a while now, peo- rage. This was not just outrage at the fact that
ple have been objecting to the use of this we continue to make mistakes concerning rephrase in this situation. On top of that , many spect for other cultures, but also outrage at the
white people have been emotionalizing its fact that there is not enough outrage. Many
usage, taking offense at being called privi- people are very angry about the continual disleged. At the rally, someone stood up and said regard for other people's cultures Why are
that we should not taking offense to this term. there not more people angry about these isIt is merely a descriptor, something used to sues? Why are we so willing to dismiss issues
describe the situation at hand. None of us arc of privilege and multiculturalism as unimporprivileged on purpose. It just does not work tant? The people at the rally who expressed
that way. We are born into privilege, so the these feelings explained very clearly why they
best thing that we can do is be aware of it and are outraged, making their feelings more than
do our best to find the ways in which we may justified in the face of our society 's need to put
or may not exert our privilege. Certainly, as a these issues on the backbumer.
On Friday, nobody made their point more
heterosexual white man , I am privileged in
many ways, so I have been trying to find out loudl y and more clearly than those who are
how I am privileged and doing my best to al- outraged. They sec what 's wrong with this
society and do not understand why so many
leviate its effects on other peop le.
Quite a few peop le had concrete sugges- peop le continue to ignore these problems.
tions for ways to prevent these sorts of inci- We cannot say we are much better than the
dents in the future. One great suggestion was rest ofthe society: only one hundred people
that SPB use the student body to make sure showed up on Friday, out of a student body
their events accurately reflect the culture from of over fifteen hundred. We need to take the
which the event came. There are students on time to see these issues more clearly. Perthis campus who know about lu 'aus, so why haps if more people had taken the time to
not ask them how to put one together? We come to the rall y, they may have been enalso circulated a notebook where we could lightened. We cannot ignore this issue any
wnte down our names and e-mails so that we longer, Colby College. Look closely at socican be involved in future plans concerning ety and prepare to be outraged.
this issue of multiculturalism. Instead of just

\__________.
Hiking ¦Paddling ¦Skiing ¦Camping
Backpacking ¦Trail Running ¦Climbing
Travel ¦Snowshoeing • Biking ¦Rentals
Augusta

Tho Marketplace at Augusta
207-623-2712
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The point that 1 am trying to make is that
while Perry 's "I Kissed a Girl" is indeed offensive, it is also making waves that the gay
community should appreciate. This summer as
a camp counselor, I listened silently as my 11 year-old campers discussed the song before
considering it for a lip sync performance.
"Can two girls really get married in California?" they asked. When I said yes, they spent
the rest ofthe evening giggling about Lindsay
Lohan 's fantasy lesbian wedding. For once,
the Jonas Brothers posters were ignored.
Perry 's song, along with celebrities like
Lohan and Ellen Degeneres, is making a step
towards "mainstrcaming " lesbian culture.
Although there are those of us who don 't
need a pop star with a strange voice and too
much makeup to tell us it 's OK to kiss another girl , some of us do. For Kim, the
Grey s' Anatomy episode when Callie and Dr.
Hann lock lips , was incredibly comforting.
The knowled ge that her friends would undoubtedl y continue watching the show and
rooting for the prestigious (and now bisexual) surgeons, made holding hands with her
girlfriend a little more "OK."
The fact ofthe matter is that many girls in
high school , at summer camps, at college
dances, "accidentally" kiss girls and realize
just how much they like it. It is also important
to realize that many of these girls are terrified,
afraid that these make out sessions are more
than just an "experimental game." If Perry's
catchy song, in all of its obstreperous glory,
can make at least one of these girls more comfortable with her sexuality, than I will keep my
banter to myself. Maybe, for Kim 's sake, I will
give Katy Perry the flailing dance moves and
round of applause that she might just deserve.
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Highlights
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This week at Colby
The Monthly
Recycling Corner

Pu/v*r pavilion
Everyday, all day, and
each month
Each month specific donations will be collected
and donated to a different cause. The October
donations will be''Clothes going to the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter.

JanPlan In Uma, Peru
with Professor Doel

email padoel@colby.edu
by Saturday,
November 1
, 2008 if interest
Head to Lima, Peru and get SP128 credit by
working with a NGO called Casa de Pachita
which helps abused women and children who
are domestic workers .

HATE HUMPHREY- _HE COtBY ECHO

Sinead Whan 09. Kate Dutcher '09. Becky Lipson '09. Marg it Liander '09 and Jessica Palffy - '09 complete the half-marathon in Portland on Sunday.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
Relay For Life
2009

currents4 Artist Talk
Hopkins Nanjing Program
Lovejoy 319
4 p.m.
Information Session

Olin 1

Lovejoy 100

4:30 p.m.

8 p.m.
Monday, October 20, 2008

An opening reception for the museum 's annual
solo exhibition dedicated to the work of T.S. Beall

What's Happening with the Economy?
Diamond 142
"Rain in a Dry Land"
Bixler- Given Auditorium
7 p.m.
This film chronicles the experiences of two Somali
Bantu families as both refugees in Kenya and as
new visitors to the United States

If you are interested in helping coordinate and
plan Colby's Relay for Life go to this informational meeting. The commitee will be putting
together Relay for May 20091

7 p.m.
Discussion panel for students made up of
Professors Anthony Corrado , David Findlay,
and Hank Gemery
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Weekly
Exercise Classes

FRIDAY
JanPlan EN/AM 335
Miller 014
7:30 p.m.
A meeting for all those interested in taking the
JanPlan course
EN/ AM 335: "American Independents "

^ r*

Muslim Prayer Group
Lorimer Chapel
12 p.m.

Interval Step Challenge Aerobics
Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Monday, 12 p.m.

Special event brought to you by the Muslim
Community at Colby

Interval Conditioning Aerobics
Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Monday, 5:30 p.m.

COLBY CHEER SQUAD
[~~

Yoga

Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Tuesday, 12 p.m.

Yoga

Pugh Center
Wednesday, 7:45 a.m.

Interval Step Challenge Aerobics
Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Wednesday, 5:30 p.m.

Athletic CermmAeroblcs Room
Wednesday, 5:30 p.m.

Cardlo Klckboxlng

Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Thursday, 5:30 p.m.

Yoga

Athletic Center Aerobics Room
Friday, 5:30 p.m.

KATE HUMPHRE . 'THE C018V ECHO

Nina Gold 09. Cattlin Leibenhaut '09 and Abby Sussman 09 cheer for their friends running in the Peak Performance Maine Marathon.
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What candidate
would you ask
on a date and
what would you
do?
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This week online
www_colbyecho.com
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will the economy make
it harder f or the class
of V9 to get a job?

—Andy Notopoulos
_ \ 11 Lia D'Hemecount
¦
11 and Jenny Helm
¦II
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-Ricky Schwartz II

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

W_\ "We'd explore the tun¦
dra v_ itti Sarah Palin

W\
_T __\

C.W. Bassett 's
"I' m never going to
retire " column

Want to advertisein
the Echo?

LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Will print newspapers be around
in 10 years?

echoads@colby.edu

Want to submit a photo, artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?

!___. ______________________

svbruce@colby.edu

Yes (67%)
No (33%)
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Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Oct. 10 through Thurs., Oct 16

JOKAS '
SPECIALS

Religulous

y .. ,

Transsiberian

Learn Public Health by

_____

R Nightly at 4:35.6:50 and 9:00:
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Mon. at
12:10 and 2:20

^*

* Partner with faculty to analyze data and
^%A_m.1
.;. .. .: in public health research
H V^^__l
_r.-brm local, state, national and internam .
> ^
The Dutchess
tional h«a|th research, policy and practice
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t the Colby College Graduate School Fair on Tues. Oct. 21"!

Brown University Master of Public Health Program s®g
Visit our website http://med.brown.edu/pubhealth/mph/ , - i n nr_ VV
.AJM
iN
Email: MPH_ Program@brown.edu
i_i___|iiij " K^J
Telephone: 401-863-2059
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Fisherman s Ale
(Barrel)

R Nightly at 5:00.7:10 and 9:20;
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Mon . at
12:40 and 2:50

Matinees Sat.. Sun., and Mon. at
12:15 and 2:30

Was $184.99 now

$79.99 + tax & deposit

Beach Bum
Blonde Ale Six Pack

Was $7.99 now $3.99 +
tax * deposit

Almaden Mango
Flavore d Blush
Sangria 5 Liter Box

Was $14
now
$g 9f

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm, Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine

873-6228

Check our website for details!

JOKAS* DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

died. Us
Out'

Explore one
of Europe's

best kept

secrets—
Stockholm
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Some say a
good thing is hard to find.
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Prove themwrong!

Look for us at the graduate school fair on your campus.
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Triple Helix attracts a large crowd to concert
By SAMMY GRADWOHL
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday night, the music of
Clara and Robert Schumann and
Johannes Brahms came to life under
the masterful hands of piano mo
Trip le Helix
The
Vrtists-ittRcsidence at Wellesley College.
Bay la Keves (violin). Rhonda Rider
(cello) and Lois
Shapiro
(piano)
have been performing together
since 1995 and are
now known as one
of
today 's best
piano trios
The
program
began with Robert
Schumann 's Tno in
F Major . Op 80
The dancing opening grabbed the
audience 's attention trom the lirst chord, and as the
piano continued the dance, the
strings intensified it with a series of
tremolos The music passed lines
from one instrument to another, like
a conversation. Shapiro 's hands literall y bounced across the piano
keys , and Keyes and Rider 's tones

were incredibl y smooth , no matter
what the articulation—this rang true
throug hout the entire concert
Transitions between keys, modulations, or voices were seamlessl y
worked in—in some cases, the registers of the two stringed instruments
made it hard to tell that the melody
had. in fact, changed instruments at
all The second movement had a sweet , sad
melody that flowed
through richly layered
harmonies and varied
musical subdivisions
almost imperceptibly
The third movement
also had a dancclike lilt
to it , but unlike the first
movement, was slower
and more subdued. The
final movement ended
the tno with a bang as
fingers flew through
fast passages and musical ideas ran from one
instrument to another.
Rounding out the first half of the
concert was Clara Schumann 's Tno
in G minor. Op 17 Before the
group performed this piece . Shapiro
shared a few excerpts from Clara 's
diary in which she wondered
whether she, as a woman, should be

Thick textures
and alternating tempi and
rhythms
meant that the
underlying
theme was
there...

composing at all . When she finished
writing this tno , she noted that it
sounded all nght , and seemed fine
in terms of form , but at the end of
the day, was "still a woman 's
work." Clara couldn 't have been
more wrong—the piece was exquisitely crafted , with wonderful
melodies and contrasting harmonies, and equally well executed.
Outbursts of dynamic contrast
spiced up the first movement , the
strings soaring through their higher
ranges but not compromising their
expression for power. The second
movement was playful and full of
interesting rhythms. The third
movement began with quietly resonating lines , like a lullaby, but
abruptl y transitioned to a more hurried and forceful middle section
before returning to the smooth softness at the end. The last movement
was once more upbeat , with a variety of technical demonstrations, but
it still maintained the play ful innocence that seemed to manifest itself
throughout this work.
The second half of the concert
featured Johannes Brahms's Trio in
C Major , Op. 87. It opened forcefull y with the strings, accompanied by
strong piano ideas Thick textures
and alternating tempi and rhythms
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Triple Helix lit up Lorimer Chapel with their music which showed their passion and fluidity as a group

meant that the underlying theme
was there, but revealed a new surprise every time it resurfaced. The
second movement was much slower
and calmer but always kept moving
forward with new ideas and variations. Quiet but intense tremolos
and brisk runs opened the third

movement , hastily moving from
instrument to instrument. The middle section was full of complex lines
and important transitions, and the
end reprised the beginning's vigor.
The final movement was again
bright and flashy, with all technical
elements—articulation , dynamics .

expression—abounding,
cndit
authoritatively and energeticall >
The enthusiastic standing ovati.
was thoroug hly deserved. Trip
Helix put on a fabulous shu
bringing to life some fine pieces
chamber music through the
incredible skills and musicianship

I EXAMINING UNDERLYING MESSAGES IN MEDIA

CAKE REVIEW

Fall band fails to impress A lag in gender portrayal

Cake performed their hit "The Distance " as an encore last Friday.

Perf ormance
lacked in both
energy and f orce
By PETE KIRN
STAFF WRITER

Cake 's years are showing As they
came out. front man John McCrca
was looking mighty guttish . which ,
in hindsig ht , was not a good sign for
a band whose biggest hit was about
11 years ago The music lacked
immediacy, a quality the band has
shown on its records and even on live
tracks They sounded tired The driving beats and focused funk nffs that
usuall y pro\ ide the backbone of their
music did not seem to push forward
in the way the band is capable of in
the studio After p laying a few songs,
including one of the more lively
tunes of the night, the bluegrasstinged "Stickshifts and Safetybelts. "
began the onstage behavior which
came to charactenze the nig ht more
than the music itself.
After getting a decidedly unacceptable scream-response to a comment about Colby. McCrea dated
himself significantly with a statement to the effect of "one day you 're
all going to look back and wish you
took more pride in this place "
Thanks While C olby pride isn 't nccessan l y dnpping off of Miller Tower,
and students here are certainly more
•.ocal about dining hall trays and
instances of social inequality than
they arc about their love ofthe only
stenle mascot in the NESCAC, it
seemed that the band had not reall y
brought enough heat at that point in
tht show to have anyone reall y nled
up <j nd screaming Several students

commented on the show that they
"didn 't think [they] were drunk
enough," which more than anything,
reveals that Cake lacked the energy
to bnng that transcendent musical
expenence that concert-goers everywhere try to spur on chemically.
Then came the tree The band
had performed the first five-or-so
songs flanked by a naked tree that
was ultimatel y given to the audi-

They seemed
old. The show
felt short ,
clocking in at
around two
hours, minus a
solid 20 minutes
of dead air time
and ranting.

ence member who guessed what
variety of app le it would yield. The
tree was to be given away in the
confidence that it would please be
planted around here and tended to
annuall y It was a good notion. It
was quirky, funny, and socially
aware in all ofthe ways that Cake 's
music is. But this gesture was laden
with the subtext of failure, and , as
one audience member put it , "the
band seemed reall y aggressive. In a
bad way " After a few failed guesses and some long, puzzled silences ,
the correct guess was made by "a

good guesser, and possibly a psychic " named Jenny, and the tree
was passed into the audience. This
was not the grand, total emptying
of the gym to plant the tree thenand-there that McCrea had proposed at the beginning of the 10
minute ordeal , and the digression
ultimately fell short of McCrea 's
intentions.
Following the tree , the band
seemed to go through the motions,
even on potentially heavy-hitting
numbers like "Comfort Eagle. "
They closed the set with "Love You
Madly," which was shaping up to
be one of the better songs of the
night until another long talking
spell began. In an attempt to get
some "Na, Na, Nas" out ofthe audience , McCrea had divided the
crowd into bleacher , right-floor ,
and left-floor groups. After what
must have been an embarrassingly
poor showing by the bleacher
group, McCrea hashed them with
lines like "They 're dead to me." He
continued to spur on the battle with
more off the wall comments such
as, "You must hate them. They are
against you. They are going to
come to your house and saw you in
half in front of your famil y." Now
wait a second. This wasn't Girl Talk
going on some pathetic Frat-Boy
rant about "getting laid tonight ,"
and it was delivered in the same
sociall y scathing just that was pervasive in the tree rant , but what was
this guy talking about? The political
undertones of the digression were
obvious, duly noted , and maybe
even successful—people were
singing louder—but the consensus
at that point must have been "this
guy is bat-shit crazy."
After "Love You Madly" the
band took a quick break before
coming back out for a several song
encore ending with arguably their
biggest hit , "The Distance." This
was by far the mo3t energetic song
of the nig ht and , had every song
been played with that amount of
gusto—the amount Cake was capable of—the show would have been
down-nght electne. But the band
just didn 't have that much in them.
They seemed old. The show felt
short , clocking in at around two
hours , minus a solid 20 minutes of
dead air time and ranting. I don 't
doubt the band's catalogue , which
is impressive. But it is clear what
parts of the band's sound are still
possible at this stage in their career:
they can still be accusatory and sarcastic , but they don 't have the funk
to grease that up anymore.
John McCrea said in a recent
interview that he was looking into
giving up music and becoming a
farmer. With his love for trees and
his inability to reproduce the band's
fantastic studio energy, maybe
that s' a good notion

Many shows don 't
seem to want
women to do it all

As a senior I constantly think
about what my life will be like next
year, or even in the next five years.
Where will I be living? What will I be
doing? I have the "perfect" scenario
all wp.rked out in my head. There's
the apartment in the city, the demanding yet rewarding job and the perfect
relationship. Recently, while reading
Lauren Weisberger's latest piece of
chic-lit, I came face-to-face with my
idyllic picture. In Chasing Harry
Winston, Weisberger describes her
female protagonist as "the girl [who]
had an amazing job at the city's most
prestigious publishing house, an
adonng, sought-after sportscaster
fiance who had eyes only for her, and
a put-together, sophisticated appearance." Granted, the particulars arc a
bit off (I mean, I really, really don 't
want to marry a sportscaster), but the
genera] premise is the same—this
character is a powerful career
woman, who also has a successful
and happy relationship.
This got me thinking, where else
have I seen a woman get the best of
both worlds? In what television
shows does a woman successfully
balance a demanding work schedule
with a blissful family life? Now I
fully acknowledge that I am no connoisseur of television , but in the
shows that I watch, I rarely see
female characters live my ideal life.
For instance, in one of my favorite
shows, Brothers and Sisters, Sarah
constantly struggles to balance her
family life with her professional
aspirations. Her marriage suffers
when she becomes the president of
her family 's business and ultimately,
she and her stay-at-home husband
separate. Yes, other factors could
have arguably contnbuted to their
divorce , but the trouble started when
Sarah could not devote "enough"
time to her family.
A similar situation arose last season on the popular hospital drama
Grey s' Anatomy. Miranda Bailey—a
toug h and brilliant surgeon, who
practically runs the hospital—used to
be a happil y married mother of one.
However , after she gains more
responsibility at work , her mamage
quickly falls apart. Bailey and her
husband separate because Bailey
could not, according to her husband,
successfully balance her work and
home life.
It seems to me that on the small
screen a woman cannot possess a
demanding job without also possessing relationship woes. Now obviously the entertainment industry needs
to make things interesting, and marital disputes and failed relationships

are simply more compelling than
"happily ever afters ," but why don't
career driven men look like homewreckers with the same frequency as
do women? Wouldn't a man's struggle to balance his work life with his
familial responsibilities provide an
equally gripping, and not to mention
unique , plotline? Granted , some
male characters do struggle with this
issue, but not with the same regularity as do female characters. This double standard is particularly apparent
in the popular Lifetime drama Army
Wives. Lifetime is supposed to be
about female empowerment, right?
Then why does the busy post commander Michael Holden look like the
perfect husband and father, while the
female lieutenant Joan Burton has
marital issues because she devotes
"too much" time to the Army?
We all know that this is the 21st
century and that women are supposed to have the same opportunities
as men. I for one know many careerdriven women whom I would also
classify as wonderful mothers and
wives. So why does this double standard play out on television when it
does not necessarily reflect reality?
What does it mean that the entertainment industry assumes that America
would rather see a woman struggle
with this dilemma? Does the media
think that this depiction of feminine
stnfe is just more realistic? That men
are more capable of handling both
their career and their familial responsibilities, and thus , that only a
woman would fail to maintain such a
precious balance? Does it mean that
society cannot conceive of a careeroriented woman devoting an "appropriate" amount of time to her
personal life? Maybe. Maybe subconsciously society does not want to
accept that the dynamic can change.

that a woman can be the prima
source of income. Society wou
rather see the "traditional" family
which the father is the main br.a
winner than to question this "IK
mative" partem by putting a worn
in the more powerful position.
Or, maybe there is a more opt
misttc way of looking at this depi
tion of female failure. Maybe I
highlighting the difficulty of mai
taining both a successful career _ :
a happy relationship, the televisu
industry reaches out to worn.
grappling with this very issu
These shows give women a sense
solidarity—a "you 're not in
alone" way of thinking about th<
lives. By portraying their struggle
these dramas stick up for rt
women who constantly strain
balance their demanding job wi
their familial responsibilities.
Both readings are arguab
viable; however, my money res
on the first one. I think that th
double standard implies that '
entertainment
industry wou
rather relay the "typical" fann
dynamic than to introduce comp li
and successful women who de
societal norms. But regardless
what this pattern means , it
extremely interesting. It suggi^
that we, as a culture , still have
long way to go before we Eul
accept powerful females who exi
outside of the conventional stay
home mother space.
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Miranda Bailey struggles with juggling her demanding job and herfamti,
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: SOMALI BANTU EXPERIENCE

>
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Exhibitshowcases a life left behind and a new life awayf rom home.

Museum exhibit highlights incredible culture
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

The lead photograp h of "The
Somali Bantu Experience: From
East Africa to Maine" exhibit in the
College 's Museum of Art features a
strikingly beautiful young Somali
woman in a bri ght red sari ,
cradling a baby above her hip. The
serene moment captured in the picture stands in stark contrast to the
adjacent plaque , which reads that
the same woman died in a refugee
camp a few years later.
Since its government failed in
1991 , Somalia has been engulfed
in civil war and unrest. In 1992,
bands of militia men spread out
over the country p illaging food
and livestock from farmers and
displacing thousands of people.
The United Nations and the
United States staged an intervention in 1993 with the hope of
reestablishing peace and order in
the area , but failed at the cost of
eighteen Army Rangers ' lives.
Refugee camps gathered and persecuted minority groups , ending
thousands of lives and tearing
families apart. During this time ,
the displaced agriculturist ethnic
minority population was given the
name "Somali Bantu. "
After resettlement attempts in
Mozambique and Tanzania failed ,
the U.S. granted 12 ,000 Somali
Bantu "persecuted minority status"
and agreed to hel p them escape
from Africa. Since 2003, tens of
thousands of Somali Bantu have
been resettled all over the country,
with the greatest concentrations in
Minneapolis , Houston , Salt Lake
City and Lewiston , Maine.
"The Somali Bantu Experience"
documents the experience of
newly-arrived refugees in Maine.
This new exhibit made its debut
last Friday, and comprises photograp hy, a collection of artifacts and

a video documenting the project
and the Somalis ' resettlement.
Works included in the exhibit are
from both Lewiston and Somalia,
showing the culture and daily life
of both places that refugees now
call home. The project began years
ago with Anthropology Professor
Catherine Besteman and her husband Jorge Acero, who traveled to
Banta , Somalia and took photographs of the people there. In
order to involve students and others
from the community, Professor
Besteman synthesized the project
into a class offered this fall semester, entitled "Somali Bantu
Exhibition."
Along with cultural and theoretical readings and projects , students
in the class were charged with
organizing an opening reception
for the exhibit , which took place
last Sunday in the Museum . One
student , Diana Sternberg *09, really enjoyed the time she spent with
this project. She had had prior
experience with Somali Bantu
refugees as her hometown (Saint
Louis) is a resettlement site. "This
class got me out ofthe classroom,
off of the Colby campus and introduced me to another culture ,"
Sternberg said. "I hope that out
exhibit inspires other Colby students to get similarly involved
both in and out ofthe classroom."
Visitors were invited to attend
the event from 2-4 p.m., free of
charge , to peruse the collection
and speak with its founders. Over
thirty Somali Bantu from the
Lewiston area attended , and gave
a rousing cultural dance performance in Given Auditorium.
Many ofthe Somalis in attendance
were featured in the artwork , making the reception a time for reflection and discussion about their
travails and new life here in
Maine. The exhibit will run until
November 16.

CELEBRATING HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

Four years from finale, show still feels relevant I
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Often when watching television I wonder what programs will retain a (Lisa Kudrow) and later Ross tell Joey (Matt LeBIanc) and Chandler
large audience later down the road when they are off primetime and just (Matthew Perry). In the scene with Ross, the guys are eating pizza
running on repeats , DVDs and iTunes. Who knows if big time TV shows together and the conversation of the kiss consists of Ross giving them
such as Grey s' Anatomy, House, Brothers and Sisters and Lost will be the news and Joey and Chandler only asking if there was tongue or no
just as entertaining ten years from now. These are shows that I have no tongue. In contrast, the girls ' apartment is filled with squeals, laughter
predictions for. as in a short time I have found myself growing tired of and wine.
The personalities ofthe characters are great; they all have their quirks
certain shows I used to love. However, I am fairly confident that one
and differences. The writers do a fantastic job
show. Friends, will be keeping people entertained years down the road.
of making each character unique. They have
Friends remains my go-to TV show for
their fights and personality clashes but these
moments only add to the humor. To this day
many situations. It is what I have on when
Ross and Rachel have one ofthe only TV reladoing homework, what I watch while getting
ready in the morning and one of my favorite
tionships dragged out over ten seasons and it
shows to watch with a group of people. My
was never tiring. When they break up, they are
roommate of sophomore and junior year and I
off for a while, they date other people and have
other dramas. Every so often there is a hint that
used to play it all the time in our room, multifeelings are still there, but it isn 't the basis of
ple times all the way from season one to ten.
the
entire plot and therefore never gets old.
It may have been overkill when we could
relate nearly every dramatic situation in our
The dynamic ofthe cast is like none other.
life back to something similar in Friends, but
The time they spent together over ten years is
very obvious; their friendships shine through
in all fairness in ten seasons they covered a
their characters. Each season the characters
lot. One of the my favorite things about the
show is the fact that if you quote from it durbecome stronger, but even more important
ing a meal, nearly everyone at the table will
they develop over time. Their dreams and
know where it 's from and many will know the
aspirations change, they grow from past mistakes even though they still make new ones.
specific scene and characters.
in
show
feels
genuine.
Friendship
and
storyline
Part of the draw of Friends is its ability to
They feel like they could be real people, as if
it would not be strange to run into them in the
appeal to both genders. From my experience
both men and women get a good laugh at the
supermarket. Friends is a show that offers
humor over relationships, friendship and drama in the workplace. The timeless situations and personal struggles with each character, that ten or
writers do a fabulous job of poking fun at both genders and pulling out twenty years down the road people can still laugh at and enjoy. I am not
the humor in the differences. For example, when Rachel (Jennifer sure that any other show will quite achieve the level of success that
Aniston) and Ross (David Schwimmer) first kiss in season two, the Friends has enjoyed , but Friends is a show that I believe will have long
viewer gets to watch Rachel tell Monica (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe standing as a television favorite.
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Strong characters and conflicts add to incredible book I
By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

"The greatest terror a child can have is that he is not loved, and rejection is the hell he fears.... And with rejection comes anger, and with anger
some kind of crime in revengefor the rejection, and with the crime guilt—
and there is the story of mankind ...if rejection could be amputated, the
human would not be what he is. " -John Steinbeck in East of Eden
In East of Eden John Steinbeck explores what can create and
destroy humanity. The classic novel brings the reader through a philosophical quest to define or at least understand what makes someone
1
human. TH 'e story follows the lives of the Trask family and the
Hamilton family over two generations.
Primarily, the reader is drawn to the Trask family who over two generations live a modern day tale of Cain and Abel's rivalry. In the first
part of the novel , Steinbeck reveals the tale of Adam and Charles .
Charles exhibits a dark nature of jealousy and violence toward his
brother. Adam , in contrast , is forgiving and gentle mannered.
Steinbeck writes Charles so well that his actions and thoughts haunt
the reader throughout the book. He is despicable in many ways, and
near impossible to forgive.
However, as Steinbeck moves the story forward, he follows Adam 's
journey to Salinas Valley. Here Adam begins a family, raising his two
boys alone after his wife leaves him to take up residence in a whorehouse. The two sons, Cal and Aron , resemble Adam and Charles in
many ways. Cal is secretive and deceitful , while Aran's charm and
kindness cause people to love him wherever he goes. Whether
Steinbeck intended it or not , the reader is drawn to Cal rather than
Aron. Aron seems spineless and naive as he creates an ideal world
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around himself that does not really exist. Cal, white dark in many
ways, is a character that the reader can relate to and sympathize with.
He prays that God take away his mean streak and struggles to keep
secret information he knows will hurt his family. His honesty in his
need to feel loved by his father causes heartache throughout the book.
He embodies the fear of rejection a child battles during his youth.
The book moves at a great pace , different chapters discussing different characters , and some taking much needed time for philosophical
discussions. Whether a character tends toward a dark side or not, they
all arc deep thinkers and discuss the meaning of life and the meaning
of who they are. Steinbeck's dark characters—Charles, Cal and
Adam 's wife Cathy—move the novel forward most effectively.
Readers can 't help but wonder what will these characters do next.
While at a few points the plot moves slowly, the book is still impossible to put down . It isn 't very often that an author puts together a book
with both an intriguing plot and fascinating discussions between characters that examine complex philosophical ideas.
By the conclusion ofthe novel , readers not only know the characters
intimately, but also understand what they represent in the larger world.
They piece together a larger view ofthe conflicts we struggle with as
individuals almost every day. Steinbeck shows characters struggling
against their fear of rejection while still trying to be who they are. His
characters have unparalleled strength and dimension to who they are
and the roles they play. Whether you love them or hate them (and some
characters are despicable) they draw you in in ways only Steinbeck
could write. The book exceeded my expectations , becoming a book
that I love even more than Steinbeck 's famous Grapes of Wrath.

Album shows rejuvenated and progressive identity

By Ben Knight, contributing writer

Metallica 's Death Magnetic, released September 10, 2008, represents want to continue reproducing the same ideas disguised in different
an infrequent occurrence in music: the output of a great album even after forms , but rather continue inventing the new. However, has Metallica
a severe process of disintegration and reinvention. In the late 1990s the returned to their old identity, the one they stnpped down in order to
band became disillusioned by a decade of immense stadium-level suc- produce St. Anger? I would argue that yes they have, but now with a
cess as well as interpersonal strife, with some members, namely front newly rejuvenated and clear sense of purpose, sure who they are as
man James Hetfield, struggling with drug addiction and alcoholism. As individuals and as a band. Death Magnetic still retains its chronology
seen in their documentary, Some Kind of Monster, their 2003 album St
as Metallica 's newest album because there are still the traces of the
Anger was what many described as Metallica 's complete deconstruction hard-rock style on tracks like "Cyanide ," "Broken , Beat & Scarred ,"
of the identity they had developed in the '80s and '90s, testing them- and "The Judas Kiss" that they developed starting with the Black
selves at their true cores as artists, and not as rock
Album and continued in 1996's Load and '97's
and roll idols and celebrities, confronting several
Reload . The most notable leftover element of St.
Anger is the band's continued raw and unrefined
issues that had been haunting them for a long time.
The severe criticism of 5/. Anger that resulted
sound apparent in the album 's production ,
highlights exactly the usual effect of a band abandefined by the near-absence of effects and a pure
"crunch" sound that manifests itself both in the
doning their previous identity. Metallica fans wantguitars and drums. Indeed one of the biggest
ed to hear something that made them enjoy
Metallica 's music in the first place; in other words,
recent criticisms of Death Magnetic comes from
something like 1986*s Master of Puppets , or
those who don 't like the album 's production ,
1990*s self-titled album, popularly known as the
althoug h many of them still admit that the music
Black Album. St. Anger was nothing like that. It
itself is great. Still , the album is very similar to
was a raw, un-refined, self-serving release of emoMetallica 's '80s style in that one , it 's undoubtedtion that it could be argued had been collecting
ly thrash metal as opposed hard-rock , and two, it
shows a return to writing tracks that clock in at
since the death of their original bassist, Cliff
Burton, in 1986. It simply failed to connect with
upward often minutes (the average track length
on Death Magnetic is 7:28), a habit they got rid
fans, however, because it wasn't the Metallica
of with the coercion of producer Bob Rock durthey knew. For this reason there was little doubt
ing the production of the Black Album. Another
that Metallica would never be capable again of
writing an album that was as influential and brilnotable similarity is the inclusion of an instru'
liant as their series of albums in the '80s and the Album offers some of band s best work. mental, "Suicide and Redemption," their first
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TTte Brazilian recognized sport ofCapoiera incorporates martial
arts, atheleticism and dance in fast paced movement. PCB sponsored
the performance last Friday and afterward offered a workshop f o r
students interested in learning the steps. The performance and workshop were a part ofthe celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month.

Black Album.
Hence the surprise that Death Magnetic is now in 2008. Many have
been quick to say that it is indeed a direct continuation of the series of
albums they put out in the '80s: Kill Em All (1983), Ride the
Lightning (1984), Master of Puppets (1986), and ...And Justice f o r All
(1988). First , let 's make sure we understand this album for what it is.
Saying that Metallica simply returned to their old style of writing
would actually be an insult to the idea of progress and evolution that
a band makes, since from an artistic perspective, no true artist should

since "To Live Is To Die" on Justice. One could
also argue that the track ordering is also very similar to albums like
Puppets and Justice.
To put it simply, Metallica has succeeded in making another great
album that with time may even come to squeeze itself within the upper
rankings of what many will consider to be the best music of
Metallica 's career. This album also features some of the most lethal
guitar riffs echoed out of an amplifier since the '80s ' birth of thrash
metal ("This Was Just Your Life," "All Nightmare Long").

's soccer splits week
Men
Teams win home matches

TENNIS

By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

By PETER KILKELLY
t. T. _ <^ ARITER

The men ¦> tennis team had ;i dominating performance ai home againsl
the Univcrstrj of Southern Maine on
Friday.Oct 3 Theteamwon 8-l with
excellent performances b> the entire
-quad The lone loss was a hardfought match against the second-best
p layer for Southern Maine, in which
Man \on Vbgl ' 1 i certainly acquitted
himself well
The women's tennis team had a
successful «eekend also, w ith a
strong overall showing, which resulted in a win against Simmons College 6-? The Mule- got wins at
doubles from Katie Brezinski " 11 and
Tasha De Shcrbimn "II. as well as
Anna Zieba ' 11 and I aura Curran '12
in the third spot
Coac h Doanh Wang was happy
with die woman 's performance. "The
women did a real good iob sticking to
their game plans and making the necessary adjustments along the way."
Wang said
-\udrey Jacobsen '10 won at first
sing les. 6-2. 6-0. and Katie Muto ' 10
look the second sing les . 6-1. 6-4.
Brezinski showed great resiliency in
coming from behind in winning her
sing le- match. 3-6. 7-5. 6-1 On top of
that, De Sherbimn also won at singles,
7-5. o-_. in a closel) contested match
\dding to the impressiveness of
the women ' s win was that the team
was not at full strength As senior captain Nicole Veilleux said . "It was a
good match and e\ en. one played
well, even though we played without
two starters due to sickness and another was sick bui p layed " With important contributions from players
who were not expecting to ha\e to
step up. the women 's team showed
great heart
On the men 's side, Bryan Brown
'(W and Alex Chin '09 set a good tone
for the da> with a commanding performance against the best doubles
team from Southern Maine, winning
8-1 at first doubles. The two seniors
showed their experience in knowing
the Colby court well.
Brown emphasized the team 's
hope for next week "We ' re going to
keep building on the momentum in
practice and bnng it into the Wallach
Invitational next weekend," he said
Michael Johnson II and Phillip
Zunshinc '12 won at second doubles . 8-1 Mather Neil "09 and
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Alex Chin '09 (above)ami Brian Brown'09 won their doubles match 8-1 on Fri.
Aaron Block '10 also won 8-1.
With a commanding 3-0 lead after
the doubles portion of the match .
Colby never looked back tn win-

The tendency
for tennis players is that
when things are
going well , we
tend to try to
make it last a
little longer.
Doanh Wang
Mead Coach

ning this match
In sing les, first-year Tommy Kimball defeated his opponent. 6-2, 6-2 in
straight sets Bobb y Post ' I t displayed good resiliency in fighting
back after losing the first set to win

his match. 3-6, 6-2 (10-7). Block also
won in singles as did Neil and Sam
Grant '12.
The overall effort by the Colby
men 's team reinforced the pnnciples
which Wang has been emphasizing
since the beginning of the season
about working hard and putting the
time in
Both teams will look to improve
their play from here on out for the rest
ofthe season. Wang stressed the importance of building on the successful season when he said, "The
tendency for tennis players is that
when things arc going well (and when
it is most fun), we tend to try to make
it last a little longer. That is the danger, because that is exactly when
things can turn against us."
Next up f or the men 's team is the
Wallach Invitational in Lewiston,
while the women have NEWITT
Tournament in Amherst , Mass. in two
weekends. Both of these tournaments
are excellent opportunities for the tennis teams to build on a successful
weekend as they look to finish their
fall season strong.

GOLF

Colby dropsseason closers

Golf ers lag behind
competition at
Sid Farr and CBB
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

In its final weekend o f t h e season on Oct 4-5, the golf team
looked to go out on a hig h note
Unfortunately thoug h , the Mules
did not save their best play o f t h e
season for the days of golden
leaves and crisp morning tec times
They p laced sixth out ol seven

teams in Saturday 's Sid Farr Invitational , which was won by Husson
College at the Waterville Country
Club, and third of three in Sunday 's
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates
Championships at Martidalc Country Club
in Auburn.
Still, despite coming up short of
the results they were hoping for.
the Mules did display some strong
p lay on the links. On Saturday.
Sam Rouleau M0 led Colb y with
an overall score of 78. good for
fifth p lace individuall y in the
seven-college field. Teammate
Hans Noenng 10 also had a respectable showing, posting an 86

COWTIS* Of SAM ROULEAU

Colh \ ( best p layer of the weekend Sam Rouleau '10, admires his shot

over Waterville Country Club' s 18
holes. Thus , although the Mules
p laced sixth as a team in the field ,
behind Husson College (58), Bates
College (32), the University of
Southern Maine (32), Bowdoin
College (25) and the University of
New Eng land (22), they nevertheless represented when it came to
the individual leader board.
On Sunday at the CBB Championships. Rouleau again led the
Mules ' charge , carding an 84 with a
resounding 39 on the back nine. Noenng and captain John Wagner '09
each shot 86 on the day. with Noering posting his own gutsy 39 on the
front nine. Jessica Vogcl '09 shot a
100 and Sanjay Bahl ' 12 closed with
a 104. Overall. Bates won the CBB
title with a 414 , while Bowdoin finished a close second with a 416.
Colby shot a cumulative 460.
Even with select strong performances on the weekend , captain John
Wagner admitted that it was tough
to finish the season in a disappointing fashion.
"It was a roug h weekend ," Wagner said. "Each day five scores
counted as opposed to the usual
four , and we were playing with a
shuffled-around lineup due to sickness. Both days we were forced to
include some scores that wc would
have had the benefit of seeing
dropped under other formats. We
just didn 't p lay the way we had to in
order to be competitive."
Still , on teammate Rouleau , who
led the Mules in scoring both days,
Wagner said , "He played with a lot
of grit; both days he carded very
solid back nines to come in with
good scores "
With the 2008 season officially
closed , the Mules look to next year
with both their leading scorers .
Rouleau and Noenng. returning as
seniors in 2009

and ran a midfielder to Colby 's back
nght comer. The Cardinal struck a
clean low cross that was unable to be
cleared , and senior forward Matt
Nevin placed the ball in the back of
Colby 's net to put Wesleyan up 3-0
with 16 minutes left in the first half.
Over a five minute penod the Mules
"had a couple of mental lapses that
cost us," said co-captain Tom Milaschewski '09. "Against good teams
like Wesleyan, those slight mental
lapses will cost you a game."
Colby decided to step up for the
rest ofthe half and did not allow another shot. In addition , Colby started
creating opportunities. Andrew Cheit
'09 and Duy Lyford MO entered the
game and brought the team back to a
high level of play. First-year Blake
Dressen got solid head on a cross that
went just wide in the 32nd minute
Lyford had a golden opportunity a
minute later, but was taken down in
the box in a desperation move by the
Cardinal defense. Seiberling took the
penalty kick and converted to put
Colby on the board 3-1. The score
stayed that way until the second half.
Colby came out strong in the opening minutes of the second half with

Brown and Peter Randell '12 both
having sconng opportunities. However, another mental lapse broug ht on
two more Cardinal goals within two
minutes. Senior Ozzie Parente blasted
two shots into the back ofthe net to
put Wesleyan up for good 5-1. Colby
played well for the rest ofthe game,
but could only tally one more goal
Josh Lyvers ' 12 elevated with 20 minutes to go and headed in his third goal
ofthe season to make it 5-2. Lyvers
then continued to play aggressively
but was always a step too late. Colby's
best chance came in the 65th minute
after a rip by Cheit was blocked. Randell collected the rebound and found
Matt Boyes-Watson ' 12, who fired a
shot high and far post, but the Cardinal
goalie made a legitimate diving save.
Colby looks to return from fall
break at 5-4-0 with four straight
home games. The Mules are almost
through a "stretch that we started a
couple of weeks ago that is definitely the toughest on our schedule ,"
Milaschcwski said. "If we can finish
up this stretch of tough games playing well , we think that we will be
able to do some damage in the last
couple of weeks."

The men 's soccer team split its
matches last week with a 1 -0 victory
over the University of Southern Maine
and a 5-2 home loss to New England
Small College Athletic Conference
rival Wesleyan University. A 1-1 week
puts the Mules one game under .500
for the season at 3-4-0 overall and 1-30 in the NESCAC. After the thrilling
double overtime win against Tufts
University on Sept. 13, the Mules have
dropped three straight conference
games. Looking ahead, the Mules
have a midweek away game out ofthe
NESCAC at the University of Maine
at Farmington before finishing up with
five straight conference games, four of
which arc at home.
The midweek game against the University of Southern Maine was a muchneeded victory for the Mules. USM
(7-3-1) came into the match with big
wins against Bowdoin College, Keene
State College, and Thomas College.
Still , Scott Brown '10 silenced any
chance of a Husky win with a goal in
the 19th minute from 15 yards out.
Colby 's defense played strong, limiting the Huskies to seven shots and
no goals. Colby ended USM's four
game winning streak.
Saturday was brisk and overcast,
with temperatures in the low 50s
and a biting wind. Colby 's Brown
and Nate Seiberling ' 11 looked to
have good chemistry early, with
good passing between them leading to solid penetration and a shot.
Colby goalie Doug Sibor '10 was
tested all game. In the 19th and
21st minutes he made tough saves
on free kicks off of Colby penalties. Less than a minute later, however . Cardinal Nick Whipple
swooped in to score their first goal
ofthe game. Then, in the all crucial
two minutes after a goal is scored,
Colby lost focus and made poor
passes that led to a chip shot by
Wesleyan
midfielder Asante
Brooks 40 seconds later to put the
Cardinals in front 2-0. Five minutes
First-yearforwardBlake Dressenkeeps the ball awayf rom Wesleyan defenders
later, Wesleyan switched the field
in Saturdays' 5-2 loss to the Cardinals, which dropped the Mules to 3-4 overall.

CREW

Rowerscompeteat first regatta
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

The crew team opened its competitive season this past weekend at the
Textile River Regatta in Lowell, Massachusetts. Coming off a strong spring
season, the team came into the Lowell
meet with high expectations , especially in the men's and women's open
four. Led by captains Spencer Crim
'09, Trevor Hardigan '09, Sommer
Engels '09, and Marissa Onaga '09,
Colby placed well overall, even with
mostly underclassmen making up the
ranks.
The women's four came in second
place among collegiate boats at a time
of 23 minutes 44.73 seconds. They
were outpaced by Simmons College
by only three seconds. Engels headed
the boat that was overall fourth , out of
25 boats competing. The Mules second boat, led by Meghan Henderson
Ml , finished in 25 minutes 16.64 seconds and placed 17th overall . In
women 's eights , Colby pulled out a
13th place out of 18 boats, in
2243.50. Simmons College won the
race in 21:12.02.
The men entered in two boats in the
men's open four, finishing eighth and

seventeenth in times of 20:57. 14 and
22:54.62, respectively. The first boat
was stroked by Crim, Brian Kupke
'09, Hardigan , and John Lewallen

We made up an
initial five boat
lengths difference between
us and Tufts at
the start , and
we put a lot of
distance between us and
the boats behind us.
Trevor Hardigan

co-captain

M0. According to Hardigan , the race
was a good indicator of the Mules '
ability to chase leading boats and pull
away from those chasing them.

"We had a really good showing in
the first race ofthe season," Hardigan
said. "We made up an initial five boat
lengths difference between us and
Tufts at the start, and we put a lot of
distance between us and the boats behind us."
The second boat was comprised of
sophomores Will Brewer, Alex Pan ,
Tim Corkum and Sam Lcvine , who
"rowed a tough race and gained valuable racing expenencc," Hardigan
said. However, Worcester Polytechnic
Institute came in first in the race, beating the second place boat by twenty
seconds. The Colby men 's eight finished in a time of 21:17.55 , good
enough for ninth place, and finished
over a minute ahead of Tufts University.
The Colby crew team looks forward to the Quinsigamond Snake Regatta in Worcester, Mass. next
weekend and to the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston MA on the
Oct . 18-19. According to Hardigan.
the first regatta ofthe season provided
"a great learning experience in that
the race pointed out some technical
things wc can continue to improve on
this week in practice," according to
Hardigan.

rui PHOTO

The men s varsity first boat finished eighth in Saturday s' Textile River Regatta in Lowell with a time of 20:57.14.

HEAVY BAGS

Up the creek: Climbing with locals
PAT
{
BAGLEY

As if it were a dirty, sopping-wet
overcoat, I check my dignity at the
door when I go to Indian Creek; a
beautiful , yet damning, climbing destination outside of arid Moab, Utah.
The sky out there ("Out West " gag
me), is so blue that it just might be the
new black. Dominating the horizon lie
600-foot Wingate
sandstone walls that,
by some geological
miracle, look like the
type of burnt Reuben
•-andwich you'd only
cat if it came with
ketchup and
a
pickle.
But how could
such a delicious environment reduce a
virown man 's selfworth to that of an
earthworm ,
or
worse, a lawyer?
It began with a
silver 2004 Toyota
Sienna minivan. My
mom 's car. Mrs. Bagley (who for
those of you who don 't know, is as
Lute as a mouse and as a button, combined) refused to believe my '97
Civic could survive the jaunt from
Massachusetts to Out West (please ,
kick me). So, to make a long story
short , I removed the magnetic soc-

cer-ball decal from my ass, sacked up
and faced the world from behind the
climate-controlled cockpit of a yuppie pick-up truck
The people I climbed with at Indian
Creek don 't drive "yuppie pick-ups "
They drive trucks. Seth, for instance ,
was a construction worker living in
Gunnison, Colorado, the coldest town
In the lower-48.
He had the pleasure of witnessing
my first time climbing at Indian
Creek, an experience for climbers
that, in terms of anticipation and
dread, is like getting your wisdom
teeth pulled. And Seth was the sadistic dentist who got to do that pulling.
When wc first
met, Seth asked me
what I do for work. I
told him I was taking a semester off
from college to have
an "editorial internship" at a rock
climbing magazine
in Colorado. I could
see his brain printing a stick-on label
for me: pansy.
He then told me
that he thinks college is for pussies,
that he pounds
nails for a living
and that two days
ago he fell off a
client 's roof and
made a head-first crash landing
onto , and then through , a tool shed.
He said his neck was a little sore ,
but he didn 't anticipate any vision
problems from his dilated pupils.
That weekend Seth brought his girlfriend, Logan, who is as tall as Kobe, has
a head full of sandy blond dreadlocks,

I told him I was
taking a semester off from
college to have
an "editorial
internship"... I
could see his
brain printing a
stick-on label
for me: pansy.

climbs harder
tlian you, and
could probably
eat
Mrs.
Bagley in one
bite.
And
Logan brought
Lindsay, a petite 20-something
who
sweats profusely while
teaching yoga
(her profession), snacks
on raw organic
yams and consequently nps
farts that nval a
marching band
of tubas Oh,
and excusing
the flatulence, Lindsay was sorta hot.
And by sorta hot I mean really smoking
hot.
A tough day of climbing lay ahead.
1 could see that Seth only wanted to
drop-kick my pansy-ass off the cliff,
while Logan mercilessly sunk her canines into the white elephant of a fact
that I was driving a minivan , and
Lindsay made me want to do nothing
else but propagate my genes to the
next generation. Damn you. Darwin.
I desperatel y flailed up a few signature Indian Creek routes, embarrassing myself enough that Seth no
longer offered me a chance to rock
climb or climb my way out of pansy
status. Labeled or not , I was merely
thankful that my first day at Indian
Creek would end soon.
When wc got back to the parking
lot, Logan put her backpack in Seth's
truck , which was complete with
splotches of primer-grey patina , and

had a field day with my silver,
fusiform Mother Ship. Seth sat alone
on his tail gate, cooler open , at least
one PBR down. I imagined he was
thinking about killing an animal and
consuming its flesh.
But Lindsay holds the day 's last
memory for me. From the rim of a
16-oz. tall boy, she caught my eye.
"You know," her voice sounding soft ,
like the marshmallows melted on top
of sweet potato pie. "you 're kinda
cute " Oh boy. I didn 't-—couldn 't—
respond. I was too busy keeping my
knees from wobbling. Instead , I concentrated on standing, and hopefully
still looking kinda cute.
"I'd consider climbing with you
again , Pat. You know, you and me . . . "
marshmallows again. "But," Lindsay
put her cold beer down, "I probably
never will. " Throwing mc my dirty,
sopping-wet overcoat , she said,
"you 're kinda too much of a pansy."

Heaps of ruggers and a big upset

PLAYIN' THE FIELD

TODD
.
HERRMANN

G'day Colby... 1 hope you have
-ill enjoyed your first month back at
school, because I am definitely still
.njoying my time in Australia. The
lew weeks since my last appearince in the Echo have seen tons (or,
.is the authentic Aussie would say,
heaps) of major sporting events.
There was the final game ofthe
I ri-Nations series , an annual rugby
tournament p layed between Australia , New Zealand , and South
\frica. A 28-24 victory by the All
Blacks of New Zealand over the
Wallabies of Australia gave the
tournament title to the Kiwis, something that boils the blood of all Aus-

Football
now 2-1 on
season

tralians... New Zealand to Australia
is kind of like Canada to the United
States , basicall y the same country
but just not quite as good.
We also had the finals ofthe National Rug by League, seeing my
Melbourne Storm take on the
Manly (a real name of an Australian city, I swear) Sea Eagles in a
rematch of the 2007 final. In the
end , the ruggers from Manly lived
up to their town 's name , dismantling the Storm 40-0 in the biggest
blowout in the history of the NRL
finals , aveng ing their defeat from
the previous season.
But with all these seasons ending, somebody had to be starting,
and that 's where soccer, and the
Hyundai A-League (A for Australia
if you did not pick that up) comes
in. 1 do not have much to say about
the Australian soccer league in
these first few weeks ofthe season
except that H yundai is a very fitting sponsor. If the English Premier

League or any of the top European this year it saw Hawthorn emerge
leagues are the BMWs , Porsches victorious , 115-89, in an upset every
and Ferraris-oHlhe soccer world , bit as big as the New York Giants
the A-League is definitely a ' over the New England Patriots in
Hyundai... it looks ugly, performs last year 's Super Bowl. I really
badly and nobod y would be sur- could not have cared less who won
prised if all of a sudden it just that game, as my North Melbourne
Kangaroos were knocked out in the
stopped functioning.
But around where I live , none of first round ofthe playoffs. The only
these events could possibly match other team I really had a preference
towards was Saint Kilda (a suburb
the excitement of the Grand Final of
the Australian Football League, pit- of Melbourne), and only because on
ting the heavil y favored Geelong the jerseys . Saint Kilda Football
Cats against the Hawthorn Hawks in Club does not reall y fit. Instead ,
an all-Victorian final that drove the they read St. K.F.C. Any team that
state mad. Geelong came in the de- can make a religious figure out of a
fending champions , with a record of fast food joint , even if its uninten21-1 , tied for the best regular season tional , is worth cheering for in my
record in AFL history. Hawthorn, book. Sadl y, they too were knocked
meanwhile , was a very good , not out before the finals.
great team, coming in at 17-5. The
Well , that 's it for now. Stay tuned
Grand Final is the closest thing for my next column for more sports,
many parts of Australia have to pop culture, politics , and why the
Super Bowl Sunday : 100,012 peo- Kentucky Colonel could actuall y be
p le crammed into the Melbourne a saint here.
Cricket Ground to see the game, and

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Jenny Lawrence '09

SPORT:
Volleyball
HOMETOWN:

^T
^L Setter
°iy,
POSITION:
_- _ - - i
,_.
wrru
KEY STATS: In a pair
of wins over Emmanuel College and Keene State
College last weekend, Lawrence tallied 91 assists.
WHY: Lawrence is now the all-time career assist
leader for the Mules after her weekend performance. The senior captain now has 3,716 assists,
breaking the old record of 3,671 set by Kimberly
Prescott (2000-2003).
_

In Saturday's 2008 Midcoast Volleyball Classic . Bowdoin claimed a pair of
victories to take the title in the annual eight-team round-robin tournament The
Polar Bears defeated their counterparts from Rivier College (Nashua, NH) 3-1
and Gordon College (Wenham, MA) 3-0, and placed three individuals on the
seven-player All-Tournament team.. .Sticking with the Brunswickians, the topranked Bowdoin field hockey team remained undefeated on the season (9-0. 50 NESCAC) with a 2-0 victory on Saturday over conference rival and
second-ranked Middlebury (6-1, 3-1 NESCAC). Senior captain Lindsay McNamara scored both goals to lead the Polar Bears to their 38th straight home win and
29th overall. Bowdoin has outscorcd its opponents 32-1 this season. The team has
two games this week, first on Wednesday, October 8 against University of Maine
at Farmington , and then on Saturday, October 11 at Conn. (3-5, 1*4
NESCAC). ..In golf. Middlebury was the highest-placing NESCAC team at last
weekend's Hamilton Invitational , finishing third in the 15-tcam field , just ahead
of conference for Williams College by three strokes. The host Hamilton squad
placed eighth, just edging out Clarkson University (Potsdam. NY) by two
strokes.. The Trinity football team owes at least part of its current undefeated and
top-of-the-NESCAC status to Bantam wide receiver Connor Wells, who caught
seven passes for 156 yards and two touchdowns—including the game-winning
TD with 23 seconds left to give Trinity a 20-15 win at Hamilton. Incredibly, all
of Wells' catches came in the final 17 minutes ofthe game. The Haddam , Connecticut native was named NESCAC Offensive Player of the Week.

STANDINGS

WATER POLO

LEADERS

WWW COtBYEDU

The water polo team went 3-1 at the tournament it hosted this weekend.which featured competition from
Bowdoin, Bates, Amherst, Tufts, Trinity, the Coast Guard Academy and the University of Vermont. The Mules
beat VVM and Trinity handily and earned a thrilling 11-10 victory over Bowdoin on Saturday nig ht. They
then suffered a close 14-12 loss to Tufts on Sunday, despite seven goals f r o m first-year Mason Roberts. With
a 6-2 record. Colby is tied for second p lace in its league with Coast Guard. Tufts (8-0) leads the league

_

NESCAC ROUND UP

From FOOTBALL, Page 16

idjustments to get Connor Walsh, a receiver, involved in the running game.
"We created a hole for ourselves
hrough our own mistakes," said
Mestieri, "but we hung in there and
iug ourselves out." Against a bottomulf team, the Mules were able to rely
>n solid run blocking and a stout defensive effort to keep themselves in
ilie game, but will have to look for a
more cohesive attack next week
igainst Amherst College (2-1).
Mestieri looks to improve the discipline of his players as they go away
irom home for the first time in two
neeks. "We have to do a belter job
with respect to penalties ," he said.
Penalties stopped three of our drives
>n offense and extended four of Wesleyan 's drives on defense."
Entering this weekend's game,
C olby and Amherst are tied for second in the conference behind Trinity
(3-0), a fact that only puts more pressure on this surprising Colby team.
I landlcr echoed the sentiments of the
team heading into the matchup: "Next
week is a huge game. A win will reilly put us where we want to be for
the second half of the season."

C*.
^ 7^
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*^9
Colby all-time career
._ , _
assists leader

—Nick Cunkelman. Sports Editor

Men's tennis
hosts matches
against USM

Men's soccer

goes 1-1

on the week
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FOOTBALL

Mules edge out Wesleyan 13-7
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, the Colby football
team found itself in an unfamiliar situation. With a 1-1 record a week after
defeating Middlebury. the defending
conference champ ion , the Mules
played host to the Wesleyan University Cardinals (0-2). a team struggling
to find itself in the young season. The
game was different in that Colby had
not been the owner of a winning
record since a 7-1 campaign in 2005
The Mules, nding a 3-game homefield winning streak, were on the verge
of a 2-1 start to the season. The game
fi gured to be a game of opposites with
a pass-happy Wesleyan team rel ying
on four wide receiver sets in a spread
offense while Colby looked to the experience of backs Dan Prunier '10.
Mike Cuqua ' 10 and the offensive line
to establish a solid running game
Blake DuBois . the Cardinals ' firstyear quarterback , appeared to have re-

gained some confidence after throwing
four interceptions the week before
against Hamilton College. On Saturday, he connected on three passes in
the opening possession, but a costly
personal foul halted the drive near midficld. Colby was forced to punt on its
opening possession as well after a pass
from Patrick Bums '11 fell out ofthe
reach of Connor Walsh '12. The
Mules " distinguished punter, Victor
Gagnc '09, kicked away a beautiful
punt that was bobbled by the Wesleyan
return man and subsequently recovered
by captain Tom Daley '09 inside the
Cardinals ' 20-yard line. The offense
then ran the ball inside the 10-yard line ,
but a would-be touchdown pass was
called back on an illegal formation
penalty on first and goal and Bums was
unable to find receivers on subsequent
attempts. This offensive disappointment , which could have let the Mules
to jump out to a large lead early in the
contest, led to a field goal by Gagne.
In the second quarter, after a scram-

bling run by Bums on 4th and 8 came
up just short. Wesleyan took over and
made five first downs on a long scoring drive to take a 7-3 lead. DuBois
came up with a 28-yard pass to put the
Cardinals at the Colby 2-yard line before throwing a touchdown pass from
short range The teams then traded
punts for the remainder ofthe half and
Colby went into the locker rooms
with a four-point deficit.
The Mules ' offense came out widi a
new sense of purpose in the second half
but was unable to find its rhythm on the
first two possessions. Wesleyan, on the
other hand, looked as if it might extend
its lead when , on 1st and goal, receiver
Kevin Leamy fumbled a pass from
DuBois in the end zone and Daley
again came up with a key recovery.
This stop rejuvenated the Colby sideline and put the once-fading prospects
of victory squarel y within reach
As head coach Fd Mestien said, 'if
they score and make it 14-3, we would
have had a much greater hurdle to

ROB nirvn THE COIB* ECHO

Linebacker Sam Handler '09 sacks Wesleyan quarterback Blake DuBois en route to Colby s' 13-7 victory .

overcome." Still , Burns couldn 't yet
seem to find an answer to the coverage schemes of Wesleyan and several
drives faltered with incomp letions.
The Mules finally got the spark they
needed at the beginning ofthe fourth
quarter as the strong rushing of Walsh
and Prunier set up a halfback pass for
Prunier after the safeties bit on the run
and left Matt Hellinger ' 11 open down
the sideline for a 31-yard touchdown
reception. That drive gave Colby a 107 lead, and the burden was now placed
on the defense to hold off a late-game
attack from Wesleyan.
Thus , the defensive line , led by
captain Mark Ozarowski '09 and Sam
Handler '09, was "relentless in pursuit
of the quarterback ," according to
Mestieri. In total , the defense was able
to come up with six sacks on the afternoon. Handler credits the efforts of
the secondary, which "gave the rest of
us enough time to get to the quarterback. " Indeed , strong play by Daley,
Chris Copeland '09, and the rest ofthe
secondary to break up passes and stop
Cardinals runners from turning loose
was essential to the containment of
Wcsleyan's offense. For his fumble
recoveries, kick returns , and strong
defensive presence, Daley was
awarded the NESCAC Defensive
Player ofthe Week honor.
Colby got on the board once again
when a six-minute drive led by
Cuqua's strong running put the Mules
on the 2-yard line. Once again. Bums
was unable to find a target from close
range and the offense had to settle with
a field goal and a 13-7 lead going into
the final minutes. That defensive stop
by the Cardinals could have proven
critical as it retained the one-score
deficit. However, the Colby defense
was once again up to the task as a sack
by Kevin Bird '09 set up a 4th and 17
for Wesleyan and Rich Newton ' 11 got
up to break up a pass attempt to force
the turnover and seal the victory.
Overall, Colby was fortunate to get
out of this game with a win and
demonstrated its ability to nsc above
challenges to prevail. The offense
failed to establish a passing attack to
complement the rushing tandem of
Prunier and Cuqua, but Mestieri made
See FOOTBALL Page 15

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Cardinals deal Mules a tight 1-0 loss

First-half goal
proves to be the
winning mark
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

With a week to prepare for their
clash with the Wesleyan University
Cardinals , the women 's soccer team
knew that the game would likely be a
defensive battle with not many goals

to be had. This result was exactly
what happened , but the Mules were
unfortunately on the short end of a !0 final score.
The first half was a back-and-forth
alfair , which saw both teams make
several dangerous runs that were ultimatel y snuffed out by lockdown defense from both teams Wesleyan
finally broke throug h in the 39th
minute , putting home a through ball at
the penalty spot on a play that some
spectators thoug ht should have been
called offside. Ncvciiheless , the goal

proved to be all the Cardinals needed
as they kept the Mules out of the net
for the rest ofthe match.
Indeed , the defenses were the story
throughout the game, especiall y in the
first half. Colby 's back line of goalkeeper and former New England
Small College Athletic Conference
and ECAC Player of the Week Loni
Pisani "11 , Rosic Perkins '09, Su Del
Guercio ' I I , Lexi Bohonnon ' 10 and
Hannah Holbrook 10 was consistently solid throug hout the game,
clearing out numerous dangerous

roe KJEVIVTME
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Despite Colhy s best efforts , the Wesleyan defense had the Mules coveredfor the entire game, shutting them out 1-0.

balls from the Cardinal forwards and
midfielders.
The second half saw the offensive
action heat up a bit more , as both
teams were able to stretch the field
and attempt more shots on goal. Both
goalkeepers were forced into action ,
as Colby attempted six shots compared to Wcsleyan 's seven. Neither
team was able to break throug h, however, and the game concluded with the
same 1-0 score line from halftime.
Despite the loss, the Mules arc still
in prime position to make a run at a
spot in the NESCAC tournament, as
they presently occupy the sixth position in the league table. Colby has
been led by its defense, which has
only conceded five goals in seven
games played thus far this season, for
a team goals against-average of a paltry .71 goals per game. Nikki Pickering '12 and Jess Bushce ' I I arc
presently tied for fourth and tenth in
the league for goals , with three and
two respectivel y.
Next on tap for the Mules is this
coming weekend's clash at Amherst
College against the Lord Jeffs.
Amherst has gotten off to a fast start
with a 3-0- 1 record in league play and
a4-l-2 record overall. The Lord Jeffs
currently lead the league in goals
scored with 21 in seven games played
for an average of three per game, so
stopping their potent attack will be a
top priority. On the opposite end of
the spectrum , they are second from
the bottom in goals against, having allowed twelve goals for a team goalsagainst average of 1.71.
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Lexi Crook 11 celebrates after the Mules '2- 1 win over Wesleyan on Sat

Colby tallies its
first conference win
Playing f or a Cure
inspires squad to
gritty 2-1 victory

port the girl next to her," Humes
said.
The Mules have been playinc
quite well as of late, winning threc
of their last four games and scoring
16 goals over that span. "I am realh
happy with the way the team has
By SARAH KIRKER
been playing. We are seeing imSTAFF WRITER
provement on a daily basis. We art
The field hockey team recorded scoring more goals this season. We
its first New England Small Col- are faster and much more aggressive
lege Athletic Conference win this on the forward line and Mery l, Am>
weekend , edging out Wesleyan and Heather [Quadir '11] are com
University 2-1 on Saturday, Oct. 4. ing up with a lot of balls in the midSenior captain Frazcr Humes and field
and
maintaining
gooi!
defender Amy Campbell '10 each possession and getting shots off
scored in the victory. In the open- Our attack corners are also well exing half , Colby and Wesleyan ecuted and we are feeling confident
traded goals , with Campbell find- in the attack circle ," Coach Am>
ing the back of the net for the Bernatchcz said, singling out goal
fourth time this season eight min- scorers Campbell and Quadir along
utes and 30 seconds into the game. with Poulin , the team leader in asAllie Lynch came
sists.
up with the equalBernatchcz is
izer for the Cardialso very happv
nals off a penalty
with the way the
corner with just
team has played
three minutes left
on the defensive
in the first half.
side of the ball
Colby took the
limiting all but the
lead eight minutes
highly-ranked
into the second
Middlebury
ofhalf on a Humes
fense to just onegoal , assisted by
goal per game
Mery l Poulin M l .
"Defensivel y, we
The defense then
are doing an excelstepped it up to
lent job of putting
keep Wesleyan off
quick pressure on
the scoreboard for
the ball. Meghan
Amy Bernatchez Saccone '10 and
the rest of the
Head Coach
game. Although
Frazer Humes arethe Cardinals mancoming up with
aged to just barel y
some huge block
outshoot Colby,
tackles and [senior
firing off 13 shots
captain]
Mollie
of their own as compared to 10 by Kimmel's big hit is getting it done
the Mules , Colby goalie Liz for us on free hits and attack comers
Fontaine ' 11 put up seven saves to I am pleased with the improvement
keep the them contained.
we are seeing from Liz Fontaine in
This victory had special meaning the cage. She works very hard , has a
for the Mules beyond just being great attitude and is gaining confi
their first NESCAC win. Indeed , dence," Bernatchcz said of her back
Saturday marked the "Play for the line.
Cure" event , which the teams celeThe Colby team goes on the road
brated by wearing pink shirts during next week to take on the Amhersi
warmups and pink ties on their shin
Lord Jeffs. The Mules will be look
guards or hair , and playing with
ing to take the momentum from
pink balls. The event was held in this win into that game against a 4order to raise awareness and money 4 Amherst team. Colby may have .i
for the Susan B. Komen Foundation
chance to knock off Amherst when
and support research for a cure for it 's down—the Lord Jeffs were
breast cancer. In order to get the handed a tough 4-0 loss by Trinitv
crowd involved , there were t-shirts last in last weekend' s play.
for sale and a donation box. All
In 2007 the Mules edged out
NESCAC field hockey match-ups Amherst 1-0 in their first NESCAC
on Saturday participated in the victory ofthe season. With the con
event. Playing for a cure served to fidence and momentum from the
motivate both teams to p lay their Wesleyan game, the Mules arevery best. "With the cure in mind poised to take the Lord Jeffs again
each girl really was playing to sup- this year.

We are seeing improvement on a
daily basis. We
are scoring more
goals this season.
We are faster and
much more aggressive on the
forward line.

